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The author of this document as well as the administration, faculty and staff of Langara College recognize the fact 

that our institution is located within the unceded territories of the Xʷməθkʷəyəm First Nation. Langara 

College has been honoured with a traditional Xʷməθkʷəyəm name 

Snəweyəɬ leləm, meaning “house of teaching” 
 

 

Introduction:  The Archaeology Field School 
 

 

The 2017 Langara College archaeology field school (ARFS) was held over 13 consecutive weeks 

(May-July). Fifteen students were enrolled in the program which consisted of 12 university- 

transfer credit courses; Anth 1221 (6 credits) Field Techniques in Archaeology, Anth 1222 (3 

credits) Laboratory Methods in Archaeology, and Anth 1224 (3 credits) Ethnoarchaeology.  Stan 

Copp taught Anth 1221 and 1222, and Anth 1224 was taught by Adam Solomonian. 
 

 

All fifteen students were given the opportunity to participate in the government of British 

Columbia RISC (Resource Inventory Committee) certification program in Archaeology field 

techniques. All fifteen easily passed the certification exam and field practicums. 
 

 

Successful RISC certification has previously allowed students immediate access to employment 

in the British Columbia heritage industry as the program focuses on skills required to participate 

in field work – unfortunately, the 2017 forest fire situation has meant much of the heritage 

consulting industry has been put in abeyance. 
 

 

Skills taught include, but are not limited to; archaeological site inventory (field reconnaissance), 

site recording, culturally modified tree (CMT) recording, site mapping, photography, completion 

of government survey forms and other documents, and other experiential skills. 
 

 

All courses consisted of lectures, with Anth 1221 and 1222 also requiring field and laboratory 

work. This included nine full field days of field investigations and recording of contemporary, 

historical and Aboriginal pre-contact sites, as well as excavations of artifacts, features and replica 

life-sized human skeletal remains in the on-campus constructed site facility referred to as ‘Mal 

Jardin’.  Previous field school reports (Copp 2012, 2013) outline details of the Mal Jardin 

excavations, and will not be discussed here. 
 

 

The history of teaching archaeology field schools since 1979 were primarily off-campus in 

locations such as the Kootenay, Similkameen, lower Fraser and Pitt River valleys as well as 
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Coastal locations near Vancouver.  Of particular note was a series of field schools taught as a 

joint effort under the current director with students drawn from Langara, Capilano, Douglas and 

Fraser Valley community colleges between 1988 and 1996 (see Copp 2017 for an example). 
 

 

However, as costs to run a field camp have increased, in 2012 it was decided to switch to a 

commuter-based field school where students would receive on-campus instruction, learn required 

field skills, and then put them into practice in Stanley Park and various other localities served by 

public transit. 
 

 

Contextualizing this Report 
 

 

Contemporary, historical and pre-contact Aboriginal archaeological sites located in Stanley Park 

are the focus of this report, especially as the sacred and/or ceremonial nature of some sites is of 

concern for the First Nations in whose territory this work was conducted. These include the 

Xʷməθkʷəyəm (Musqueam), Sḵwxwú7mesh Úxwumixw (Squamish), Tsleil-Waututh and Stó:lō 

Halqeméylem (Halkomelem) speaking (Coast Salish) peoples resident in the lower Fraser River 

and Delta regions of British Columbia. 
 

 

In order to provide a sense of context, this report briefly summarizes the geological and cultural 

historical perspectives within which are embedded the archaeological data.  A brief discussion of 

how Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal worldviews place this data in perspective is also provided. 
 

 

Halqeméylem and Chinook WaWa (var. Chinook Jargon) terms are used in parts of this report. 

Aboriginal names and places may be written in Anglicized Halqeméylem (e.g., Halkomelem). 

Examples include the honourific Si’Em (var. Siyam) and Siwash, among other terms. 
 

 

Si’Em is a Halqeméylem term used as an honourific for people, as well as animals – especially 

those attributed to have spiritual powers or significance.  It can mean refer to a respected or 

upper class person or chief, as well as other references to high social standing or wealth, simply a 

respected elder. (Galloway 2009: 586). 
 

 

Siwash is a Chinook WaWa term, from the pidgin trade language that evolved on the Northwest 

Coast during the 18th and 19th Centuries and formed the lingua franca for the area – is thought to 

derive from the French sauvage (savage), meaning ‘wild or untamed’ which eventually was used 

by colonialists as a reference to all Aboriginal peoples.  By the late 19th Century, Siwash was 

considered to be a derogatory term (Galloway 2009:586). 
 

 

Chinook WaWa terms were once common for both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal residents in 

the Lower Mainland, and is all but extinct except for locals born prior to the 1960s and 1970s. 
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Examples still sprinkle the speech of those native-born to the area who are now in their 60s or 

older, as well as being landscape terms. 
 

 

Some examples one can still hear today may include; tillicum (friend), chuck (ocean, as in ‘salt 

chuck’), skookum (strong, as in the place Skookumchuck Narrows), klahowya (hello, greetings), 

itkus (small treasures), blackfish (killer whale), tyee (chief), potlatch (ceremonial feast where 

goods are given away), cheechako (newcomer, ‘greenhorn’), and others (Lang 2008). 
 

 

Stanley Park: An Introduction 
 

 

Stanley Park is located on a peninsula forming the northwestern extension of the City of 

Vancouver, although it has been leased to the city since 1888 and technically, title is retained by 

the government of Canada.  In fact, exposed land between the low and high tide lines are still 

controlled by the federal Harbour Board. 
 

 

The history, geography, geomorphology, and other physical aspects of the park need not be 

summarized here, but the reader is referred to Kheraj (2013) for details. 
 

 

At over 800 hectares in extent, Stanley Park is one of the largest, if not the largest, urban park in 

the world.  It is currently accessed by over 3 million visits per year, and is thought of as a 

pristine, natural survivor of earlier times – even though it has been impacted quite heavily by 

anthropogenic and natural agencies (Keraj 2013). 
 

 

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the current (2017) extent and nature of the park, whereas Fig. 3 is a 

somewhat fanciful – albeit based on fact – 1958 copy of a 1911 plan for development of lands in 

and northwest of Lost Lagoon (labeled ‘Coal Harbour’).  These plans were never fully developed 

as the forest northwest of the lagoon remains forest, although Lost Lagoon has been isolated 

from Coal Harbour by construction of a road and causeway. 
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Fig. 1:  Stanley Park, 2017 (Google Earth image accessed 19 September 2017) 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2:  Stanley Park, contour interval 2 meters, showing low tide 

Source:  www.vanmap.ca (accessed 19 September 2017) 

http://www.vanmap.ca/
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Figure 3:  Stanley Park ca 1911 

Source: http://searcharchives.vancouver.ca/uploads/r/null/1/6/1689912/52d1c868-f7bb-48bd-a2e8-0fa3444cfeec- 

MAP62.jpg 
 

 

Stanley Park:  Culture History 
 

 

The landform now known as Stanley Park was appropriated as a military reserve set out in 1859 

(Kheraj 2013), as a common issue concerning early Colonial governments was a perceived threat 

of invasion – presumably from the United States of America (Barman 2005). 
 

 

As the early city on the adjacent mainland grew from its rough and tumble frontier state of 

forestry-dependent industries (i.e., logging and sawmills) known as Gastown, into the less 

forestry-based town and later city of Vancouver, the island-peninsula became a matter of 

contention between developers and British-based ideals of urban parklands (Kheraj 2013). 

http://searcharchives.vancouver.ca/uploads/r/null/1/6/1689912/52d1c868-f7bb-48bd-a2e8-0fa3444cfeec-
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By 1888, Vancouver City council had completed the then-legal requirements to acquire the 

landform as a park, and in 1887 and 1888 began the process of evicting the then-resident 

population of Aboriginal, Metis and non-Aboriginal ‘squatters’ – a process that was not 

completed until the 1950s (see Barman 2005, 2007 for details of the holdouts from eviction who 

were of Aboriginal and/or Metis ancestry). 
 

 

Named after Lord Stanley, the Governor-General of Canada in 1888, the park was officially 

dedicated on the grassy bench where the early water pipelines exited the floor of Burrard Inlet 

towards Vancouver – at the intersection of Park Drive and Pipeline Roads.  This was an 

interesting choice of locations, as discussed by Barman (2005, 2007) as this grassy bench had 

also been the site of the historical and pre-contact Aboriginal village of Chaythoos (see 

discussion below re: Midden sites in the park).  Barman (2007) used this incident to portray the 

colonial worldview aimed at eradicating the First Nations’ presence and history in the new park, 

a process that continued well into the 20th Century. 
 

 

A Western Canadian archaeological worldview has increasingly come to recognize the value of 

indigenizing the field.  This is, in effect, a counter to older academic paradigms that may have 

grown from even older colonialist paradigms (see Nicholas 2010 for discussions).  The field 

school courses included Aboriginal perspectives in order to adjust for lingering and, perhaps, 

out-dated colonialist flaws.  Unfortunately, most of the historical sources provided for cultural 

context were filtered by colonialist paradigms – even Pauline Johnson/Tekahionwake, who in 

modern terms, was Metis, was affected by 19th Century British colonial views. 
 

 

Recently, not only Archaeology has recognized this historical pattern, but it has come to the 

attention of the City of Vancouver Parks Board who are stewards of Stanley Park.  After more 

than a century of efforts to alter perceptions and/or knowledge of the original inhabitants of the 

park area, City Council and Parks Board managers have begun to reconcile past cultural 

appropriations by hiring a Parks archaeologist – Geordie Howe (MA – Archaeology, Simon 

Fraser University).  One of Geordie’s duties (he was hired in late 2016) is to educate Parks Board 

staff (and the public) about the indigenous and non-Aboriginal cultural heritage of this landform. 
 

 

The Parks Board has recently constructed the Klahowya (a Chinook trade term for “Welcome”) 

village for educational purposes, revamped the Park train ride to emphasize 

indigeneity/Aboriginal themes, and has incorporated an Aboriginal perspective in the form of 

public information tours focusing on Aboriginal use of the flora and fauna in the past – and 

present. 
 

 

An example is the number of culturally modified trees (CMTs) that can be found in many park 

areas. These are usually cedar from which bark was stripped.  The resulting bark rolls were then 
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processed into fiber ropes and other items – which is an ongoing tradition given that very 

recently bark-stripped trees have been recorded. 
 

 

The purpose of this report is not to provide a detailed summary or discussion of the above topics 

– but to ensure the reader is aware that these issues have an historical background and 

evolutionary trajectory that has recently been changing in efforts to recognize the Aboriginal 

component (past, present, and future) of Stanley Park. 
 

 

The Pre-Contact Period 
 

 

Canadian archaeologists prefer the term “pre-Contact”, rather than ‘prehistoric’, to refer to times 

prior to the advent of written records.  The “historical” period (see below) begins with maritime 

and land-based military or fur-trade expeditions – which, depending upon where you are located 

in the Pacific Northwest Coast of North America, dates from the 16th (Spanish California) to 18th 

Centuries (Russian Alaska) and later. 
 

 
Note:  the following discussion is not comprehensive, and reflects the personal opinions (in some cases) of the 

author –and may lack agreement with other archaeologists and/or indigenous persons. 
 

 

The Early Periods of Human Occupation 
 

 

The earliest evidence for human occupation of the Lower Fraser River Valley and Delta regions, 

including Stanley Park, may extend back some 10 millennia – although this earliest evidence for 

use of local resources is slight at this point in time. 
 

 

Elsewhere in British Columbia, even older evidence for human occupations is characterized by a 

specific land-based foraging cultural tradition referred to as the Protowestern or Fluted Point 

tradition (Carlson 1990, Carlson and Della Bona (1996), Matson and Coupland 1995, 2016). 
 

 
Note:  tradition refers to a technology, whereas Tradition implies a common culture.  Fluted points are found 

throughout the Americas, and are not considered to represent a single, common culture. 
 

 

Sites are characterized by a unique method of fashioning stone-tipped spear projectile points. 

These are characterized by hand-flaked, stone points with a lanceolate outline, ground basal 

edges (for hafting) and the removal of channel flakes or ‘flutes’ from both faces and tend to date 

over 10,500 years before present (sometimes more recently), possibly to about 13,000 years 

(Copp 2017, Matson and Coupland 2016). 
 

 

Generally referred to as Clovis points, after the initial find site in New Mexico, fluted examples 

are extremely rare in the Lower Mainland and the closest examples that have been found come 

from the San Juan Islands, or the far Western interiors of Washington and British Columbia.  The 
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closest scientifically excavated and dated Clovis point site is Charlie Lake cave, near Fort St. 

John in northeastern BC – where an example was associated with a radiocarbon estimate of over 

10,600 years before present, that is, approximately 12,000 calendar years ago (Fladmark et al 

1988). 
 

 

To date, there has been a single basal Clovis fluted point fragment located in an undated surface 

find in the Stave Lake reservoir (McLaren 2017).  This is the only Fraser Valley fluted point 

found, but suggests that the timeline for the earliest use of the valley could extend back over 

12,000 calendar years. 
 

 

When calibrated to take into account variations in age produced by solar radiation flares, 

magnetic field fluctuations, and carbon pathways into food chains (all of which need to be 

understood and corrected for), then it is evident that people with this technology were in the Fort 

St. John area over 12,000 solar/calendar years ago – a time when the Peace River valley and vast 

areas of Alberta were covered with a large pro-glacial lake, and humans hunted an extinct form 

of bison. 
 

 

Regardless of fluted point finds elsewhere, the earliest evidence for occupation in the Lower 

Mainland are at least a thousand years more recent, but hints of equally old sites show up now 

and again – but these sites need to be identified and properly excavated, as well as dated.  For 

example, the during the Langara College archaeology field school in 2006 a survey of a small 

bay with exposed deposits on Pitt Lake Katzie First Nations reserve revealed a probable flaked 

stone object resting on the interface between the ancient glacial marine sediments and early 

Holocene peat bog deposits.  Unfortunately, the bay has been choked with logs and debris ever 

since, but it would be very interesting to return to test this area for archaeological materials 

(pending permission and involvement of the Katzie First Nation, of course 
 

 

Between about 9,500-7,500 years ago (estimates vary according to author), there is evidence of a 

probable descendent population deriving from the earlier Protowestern populations who were 

adapting to riverine and marine littoral resources (sea mammal, fish, molluscs, etc).  These sites 

are referred to as the Old Cordilleran Tradition (Copp 2017, Matson and Coupland 2016, 

Rousseau 2017: preface). 
 

 

These Old Cordilleran peoples appear to have been foragers who hunted and gathered within the 

evolving Lower Mainland Fraser River valley system as well as on the Gulf Islands.  They used 

locally available round river cobbles, mostly of basaltic materials that fractures in a way that can 

be controlled for tool manufacture, to produce a variety of cobble tools (many probably used for 

woodworking), as well as projectile points and other small hand-tools.  Unlike fluted points, Old 

Cordilleran Tradition points tend to be leaf-shaped and stemmed, rather than lanceolate, but share 

in common the practice of edge grinding on basal portions for hafting on some specimens. 
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Old Cordilleran Tradition sites in the Lower Mainland and parts of Washington State tend to be 

associated with elevated riverine benches and/or islands that have been slowly incorporated into 

the mainland through sedimentation, as well as on coastal island landforms.  For example, the 

former island upon which Fort Langley town site is located, provides the closest scientifically- 

dated evidence of this type relative to Stanley Park with radiocarbon estimates of 8420 +/- 70 to 

6650 +/- rcyrs (radiocarbon years) before present (Copp 2017 Table 1:126).  Calibrated for 

variables previously discussed places these occupations between ca. 9523 and 7500 calendar 

years ago. Later manifestations of this culture may date as recently as ca 5500 rcyrs ago, so this 

was a long-standing Tradition, with a great deal of change occurring over time. 
 

 

One cannot state for certain that Old Cordilleran sites do not occur within the boundaries of 

Stanley Park just because none have yet been found, but likely areas to look are at higher 

elevations such as those leading to Prospect Point, elevated portions of Ceperley Park, and – just 

possibly – the small knolls covered by forest between the Brockton Point lighthouse and the Nine 

O’Clock gun. 
 

 

The Middle Period 
 

 

Middle Period sites along the lower Fraser River, ignoring similar developments on the Gulf 

Islands, are characterized by increasing cultural complexity as characterized by evolving took 

kits that represent specific tasks (woodworking, fishing, carving, and the like), increasing 

reliance on r-type subsistence (small animals with high reproductive rates, therefore very 

dependable –for example, seasonal runs of anadromous salmon), and populations settling down 

for longer periods in villages – especially during the winter when food storage technologies 

supported life).  Winter village lifestyles also included, at least for some, leisure time that could 

be dedicated to various crafts and, importantly, the amassing of wealth and/or status items. 
 

 

Along the lower Fraser Valley system, this period of time and cultural innovation is referred to as 

the Charles Cultural Tradition, dating ca 4500-3500 years ago (Copp 2017: 217).  This period 

is generally viewed as an outgrowth from the preceding Old Cordilleran populations (Carlson 

1990, Porter and Copp1993, Prentiss and Kuijt 2012, among others) and is thought to represent a 

regional pattern of the above-mentioned marine and riverine, while remaining focused upon 

terrestrial, subsistence resources.  There are problems with both the initial and terminal dates for 

this Tradition -  3500 years is generally accepted as the terminal age, but initial stage variables 

may have been present as much as 1,000 years earlier (i.e., ca. 5500 rcyrs bp). 
 

 

These diagnostic variables include; introduction (?) and increase in ground stone, as well as bone 

and antler tools (although preservation issues may be contributing factors in acidic soils), some 

evidence for differences in social status, possibly rank – but these are highly localized and may 
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not represent ascribed status (Matson 2010), and most sites tend to be viewed as non-specialized 

camps lacking specific seasonal foci (Matson and Coupland 2009). 
 

 

An important artifact change can be seen in the increasing numbers and types of ground stone 

tools in site assemblages, as well as better preservation of organic materials (mostly wood, bone 

and antler) as indicated. However, artifact frequencies of these types remain less than in the 

succeeding Locarno Beach, Marpole and Gulf of Georgia Traditions) that characterize the 

transition from the Middle to Late Periods of the culture history record for this area. 
 

 

Although, as with the preceding Early Period, no definite archaeological sites of the Charles 

Culture have been located within Stanley Park – this does not mean they don’t exist. Again, no 

intensive site surveys, especially involving sub-surface testing, have been conducted on the 

landforms most likely to contain evidence of this period (i.e., elevated landforms of Prospect 

Point, Ceperley Park, and possibly – Brockton peninsula) 
 

 

The Late to Protohistoric Period 
 

 

The time period from ca 3500 rcyrs ago to initial Contact and historic changes to Aboriginal 

cultures that resulted from trade and changing economic/social/political/religious conditions 

witnessed an continued evolution of Aboriginal technologies, specialization of technologies, and 

cultural complexity resulting in the development of protohistoric and historical villages with 

ranked and stratified chiefdom levels of socio-cultural integration. 
 

 

The Locarno Beach Phase (3500/3300-2400 rcyrs before present) witnessed a continued 

elaboration of the mixed maritime/riverine-terrestrial economies for people living along the 

Fraser River and delta (Williams 2013).  Although some archaeologists may disagree, the 

Locarno Beach phase can be seen as an evolutionary outgrowth of the early Charles Culture. 
 

 

Part of the problem is the difficulty of interpreting complex shell midden sites that were occupied 

over millennia – with resultant mixing of deposits (Williams 2013) as well as deciphering 60 

years of excavators’ field notes – many written prior to the implementation of modern excavation 

and/or analysis techniques, with cultural history scenarios suffering from a lack of a large 

database. 

. 

Characteristic changes occurred in technologies, subsistence strategies, settlement patterns, social 

organization and world views that are typical of other ‘affluent foraging’ societies living in rich 

bioresource areas of the world. 
 

 

Technological changes during the Locarno Beach phase included, but were not limited to; 

increased frequencies of ground stone (especially slate knives) and bone implements, as well as 
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the later (ca 3000 rcyrs bp) introduction of some types of ground slate knives and the 

introduction of toggling harpoon valves and related watercraft technologies (e.g., hypothesized 

organic fiber (mostly cedar) harpoon lines and animal bladder floats, and facetted ground stone 

projectile points. 
 

 

Subsistence strategies, as mentioned, tend to become more focused on smaller, r-type species 

that, when accompanied with storage and preservation technologies explain the increased 

frequencies of ground stone and bone implements.  Storage could be simple wind drying coupled 

with smoking or smudge preservation – both require simple wooden rack construction. 

Whatever their shape, houses may have allowed for strings of dried and/or smoked foods to be 

hung across beams. 
 

 

Settlement patterns are still under investigation, as complex patterns of post-holes 

(discolourations in cultural sediments caused by rotted posts and poles) are not always easy to 

plot when most shell midden excavations to date have consisted of isolated 2 meter square or 

larger excavation units, or conjoined units forming trenches. A broader block excavation 

strategy covering larger surface areas is required to confirm house size and shape from this type 

of data. 
 

 

However, evidence suggests smaller than ethnographically-sized houses, but erected with the use 

of posts and probable beams.  If not, then smaller frame houses may have been the norm, but 

constructed with sufficient space below the roof to suspend dried foods.  It is likely that smaller 

versions of the shed-like houses of the historic period were being built.  These homes were 

probably occupied by families who shared ancestral kinship lineage designations. 
 

 

Social organization is difficult to reconstruct with good data regarding housing on the Northwest 

Coast.  Post-hole orientations, hearth sizes, numbers and orientations, and even drip lines in 

sediments (which sometimes preserve) would provide areal dimensions from which social 

organization per household could be derived.  With small, single or multiple (?) family dwellings 

this data can be computed by using historical analogs from similar settings. 
 

 

Worldview is generally derived from burials, house floor plans, art objects and the like.  The 

presence of ground stone adze blades, usually associated with woodworking – could be 

indications of status differentiation in sites of this phase, given that each adze blade took arduous 

labour (measured in days or weeks) to produce, and had to be imported as raw material blocks or 

semi-finished to finished products from sources in the Fraser Canyon upriver. 
 

 

Of particular interest is the appearance of labrets – ground and polished lip plugs and ornaments 

that, when found as lost items or in graves – suggests status. Very small, sharp splinters of 

polished bone might represent tattooing, and incipient status – but this has yet to be verified. 
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Taken together, a worldview that incorporated ideas of status differentiation is suggested, but not 

proven.  If present, status levels are suggested to have been achieved – rather than ascribed 

(Carlson and Hobler 1993), but much more work – especially with burials and other datasets 

needs to be acquired before testing this hypothesis. 
 

 

The succeeding Marpole Phase (2400-1500/1100 rcyrs before present) saw continued evolution 

and elaboration of ever more-complex affluent foraging lifestyles.  As indicated earlier, Middle 

Period foragers began to more intensively exploit abundant r-type species. R-type species, if 

amenable to preservation and storage, meant increasing populations and larger aggregate, if still 

seasonal, village communities – at least in winter months. 
 

 

Based on global archaeological data, a more assured and stable subsistence base translates as 

well to social stratification with the development of ranked and/or stratified societies where 

certain percentages of the population gain wealth and status through control of access to 

resources.  In the vernacular, these become the ‘chiefs’ who exert social and economic/religious 

control over the population through in usufruct means.  In usufruct would translate roughly as 

‘stewardship’ – much as current provincial governments exert stewardship control over 

Crown/public lands.  As indicated above, these traits probably were expressed during this phase, 

but with antecedents in the prior Locarno Beach phase. 
 

 

As with Williams’ (2013) problems dealing with the Locarno Beach type site and database, 

Burley (1980) encountered similar problems with his synthesis of the following Marpole phase of 

the Lower Fraser River valley and delta areas. However, a consensus has been derived that the 

Marpole phase, in many ways, represents a pre-Contact fluorescence of culture that can be more- 

or-less comfortably equated with the affluent chiefdoms within the region that were characteristic 

of the final pre-contact Gulf of Georgia phase, as well as the historically documented Coast Salish 

culture(s). 
 

 

What changes illustrate this increasing complexity are outgrowths of the changes seen in the 

Locarno Beach phase artifact record, such as (but not limited to); pecked and ground stone hand 

mauls, much more abundant ground stone implements (including, but not limited to knives and 

projectile points), adze blades of various sizes from small, chisels to larger woodworking adzes 

relatively abundant, labrets, ear spools and other ornaments, probable tattooing implements 

(small sharp bone splinters), and a reduction in flaked stone tools although flakes and cobble 

tools (including cobble spalls) continue to be manufactured and used. 
 

 

Technological change indicates a shift away from earlier dependence upon flaked stone tools 

(utilized and retouched flakes, unifacial and bifacially-flaked formal and informal tools) to 

artifacts manufactured from wood, bone, antler, shell and other organics. Ground slate knives 
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generally replace older fish processing tools manufactured from microblades and small blade-like 

flakes except at the upriver Scowlitz site at the junction of the Harrison and Fraser Rivers where 

the flaked lithic industry continued to predominate (Lepofsky et al 2000). 
 

 

Projectile points continued to be manufactured as bifacial artifacts of leaf-shaped and stemmed 

variants – with additional types in lower frequencies occurring, as well as seeing the introduction 

of some ground slate forms.  Pecked and ground hand mauls are introduced, along with the 

earlier cobble tools were likely used in various ways from splitting logs and standing cedar trees 

for planks, as well as in other woodworking and pile driving (i.e., wooden fish weir) 

construction.  Basically, the Marpole phase documents a shift from flaked to ground stone, and 

organic industries accompanied by increasing social complexity (with the exception of the 

Scowlitz site, as noted). 
 

 

Subsistence strategies, especially those associated with an increased reliance/dependence upon 

marine r-type species, include the development of more efficient harvesting techniques.  These 

included innovations such as reef netting and even forms of aquaculture.  Aquaculture features 

include clam gardens, as well as boulder and wooden (as well as combination) fish weirs and 

similar traps for onshore marine fish species. 
 

 

Of note is the recent discovery of wapato ‘gardens’ on the southern slope above the Pitt Polder 

fen at site DhRp-52 (Hoffmann et al 2016) as well as in areas of the Pitt River (Spurgeon 2001). 

DhRp-52 is a large, village site with evidence of house structures, thousands of ground stone 

beads and other artifacts, but is most noted for the presence of a buried cobble floor alongside an 

ephemeral stream and riparian zone complete with preserved wapato rhizomes and broken tips of 

digging sticks used to harvest them. 
 

 
Note:  The Langara 2005 archaeology field school students worked at DhRp-52, conducting test excavations in an 

area immediately west of the wapato gardens feature, before moving to the Pitt Lake Reserve to work on another 

site. 
 

 

Ethnographically recorded means of harvesting eulachon with slotted bone point ‘rakes’, 

immersing fir boughs for spawning herring to lay eggs on, and even the relatively recently 

discovered clam gardens built in bays all point to increasing efficiency of harvesting, but also 

means of production (clam gardens and reef netting from canoes) that depend upon communal 

cooperation, but also a dependence upon leadership to direct activities. 
 

 

Bone points and harpoons complement the zooarchaeological record of faunal remains in sites to 

indicate continued reliance upon marine mammals – although adze blades strongly suggest the 

use of canoes for offshore hunting (and fishing). 
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Increasing frequencies, and variation in adze blade sizes, suggest advances in the degree and type 

of woodworking activities being undertaken.  Although present in the Locarno Beach phase, 

nephrite adze blades of various sizes suggest specialization ranging from the production of house 

posts and planks (some of latter were split from living trees), as well as larger and more complex 

canoes, outbuildings (e.g., drying racks and frames, smokehouses, and the like) to status/rank 

indicators such as masks and totem poles. 
 

 

Settlement patterns indicate continued seasonal use of camps, but winter villages become 

established and reflect the historically recorded pattern of large, shed-like multi-family, 

lineage/clan/phratry controlled residence patterns. Large post and beam structures are evident, 

some with large central hearths, and sleeping/living quarters arranged around the sides of the 

buildings. Ethnographic analogy suggests a rank/status pattern, with the ranking higher status 

family occupying the space opposite the entrance, with a large communal hearth in the centre of 

the building.  Less high ranked families occupied apartments along the walls of the structure. 
 

 

As an interesting side note – excavation of a long house on the Squamish Reserve recovered 

several small pit features within the house floor. Although not hearths, the excavators were 

puzzled by these features until a knowledgeable elder informed them (with much amusement, 

given the decades of life-experience differences between them) that older people sometimes 

needed a chamber pot during the night.  Since chamber pots were unknown in pre-Contact times, 

those mystery features were their equivalent (Reimer 2004: pers. comm.). 
 

 

Social organization is considered to resemble that of the historical chiefdom pattern wherein 

households were arranged along family, lineage, clan and probable phratry lines.  The head of the 

household was a ranking member with ascribed (inherited) status who exercised in usufruct 

control of specific resources.  Kinship systems (lineage and clan) were probably demarcated by 

reference to totemic symbols (e.g., Wolf, Eagle, Bear) and may have been symbolized by carved 

‘totem’, ‘welcome’, ‘house’ and ‘mortuary’ poles whose carving was made possible by ground 

stone adze blades and chisels. 
 

 

As indicated in the review for the Locarno Beach phase, reconstruction of worldview is 

predicated upon certain types of information (e.g., art objects, burials, grave goods, and the like). 

But, since contemporary researchers (Burley 1980, Williams 2013, and others) suggest, the 

Marpole phase represents … (the) “full expression of the Coast Salish and Northwest Coast 

cultural patterns known ethnographically … especially social complexity and large winter 

villages” (Williams 2013: Table 1.1). 
 

 

This implies the existence of a number of large, multi-family dwellings arranged along beach 

fronts, each occupied by a kinship-defined social group (e.g., lineage or clan).  Carved poles 

representing welcome figures, usually set up on the beach near canoe landings, house poles, and 
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other indications of a kinship-based stratified society based upon foraging and some semi- 

domestication of plants (e.g., Katzie First Nation wapato gardens, see Hoffmann et al 2016) 

and clam gardens in some Coast Salish areas (Lepofsky and Caldwell 2013). 
 

 

Winter ceremonies may have included an early form of the Potlatch – a winter feast celebrating 

naming ceremonies, births, deaths, weddings, transference of political power, and the like.  This 

is far from certain, however, and remains a tantalizing, but probable, hypothesis especially if the 

origin of the potlatch was an economic leveling mechanism to ensure survival of kin-related 

groups in different coastal villages during times of economic duress (see Suttles 1960 on the 

Coast Salish, and Piddocke 1965 with regard to the Kwakiutl (Kwakwaka’wakw). 
 

 

The Gulf of Georgia Tradition (1500/1100-200 rcyrs bp) represents the protohistoric, pre- 

Contact culmination of cultural adaptations to the central Northwest Coast – in this case, by the 

ancestors of the resident First Nations in whose traditional territories Stanley Park resides. 
 

 
Note:  Some archaeologists (e.g., McLaren 2017) prefer the term Strait of Georgia Tradition, recognizing the 

historical inaccuracy of the term ‘gulf’, as the body of water is technically a strait.  Both terms will occur in the 

literature. 
 

 

The Gulf of Georgia Tradition is considered to be the direct evolutionary descendent of the 

earlier, Northwest Coast culture pattern defined by the Marpole Phase.  The fact that large winter 

villages and associated Indigenous cultural patterns were recorded by Russian, Spanish, British, 

American, and other naval missions – later by fur traders and missionaries – is a matter of record. 
 

 

One has only consult the drawings and paintings of John Webber, artist on Capt. George 

Vancouver’s explorations of the Coast Salish and other culture areas, to appreciate the 

complexity of the Aboriginal cultures at the time of contact in the late 18th Century.  Visual 

Anthropology is a fascinating field, and Webber’s artwork is presumably a fairly accurate 

depiction of the peoples and cultural landscapes he encountered.  Entire village sites and house 

forms are depicted, inside and out – allowing reconstruction of probable kin-based occupation 

patterns.  The people and artifacts are recorded – including some rather nice depictions of upright 

weaving looms and the small dogs who contributed their fleece to part of the blankets under 

construction. 
 

 

The point is – whatever was written concerning complexity of the Marpole phase inhabitants of 

this part of the Northwest Coast – it was likely reflected in the Gulf of Georgia Tradition that 

followed, keeping in mind, of course, that these concepts are theoretical frameworks of 

archaeologists and represent changes in understanding about the past based on new evidence and 

methodologies that generally correct older, sometimes biased, perceptions about the past. 
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For example, the Potlatch ceremony with its gift giving, artwork, dances, songs and ceremonies 

was likely developed fully during this phase as were other elements of the historical village 

pattern.  Ethnohistorical accounts by naval officers and traders record the social complexity of 

Coastal villages, as well as documenting how some astute Aboriginal leaders seized upon the 

opportunities presented by European goods to consolidate power and social control to an extent 

probably not dreamed of prior to contact. 
 

 

A good example, although not from the subject area of this report, is how Nuu chal nuth 

(Western Vancouver Island) Chief Maquinna’s powers were vastly expanded and how he 

manipulated access to new resources and goods from European maritime traders in order to 

acquire increased power and fame (Archer 1981). 
 

 

However, as Carlson (2017) points out, the Gulf of Georgia Tradition actually represents a 

decline in some aspects of cultural complexity relative to that of the Marpole phase. He (and 

others, see his article) suggest that climate change, in this case, warming trends, negatively 

impacted salmon which was a major source of preservable and storable food that allowed the 

continuation of large winter villages. A decline in salmon, and other marine resources due to 

lowered and warmer water levels, would have resulted in either a shift to other resources or a 

decline in population, or both. 
 

 

Countering the concept of a cultural decline is the evidence of the Scowlitz site (Lepofsky et al 

2000), that initially began as a village with house structures ca 3000 bp, becoming a village 

combined with earthen mound and buried cairn mortuary about 1500 bp, then a fishing camp and 

mortuary about 500 bp.  The period from ca 3000-500 bp is indicative of a population growth 

and burials of wealthy and/or powerful individuals, but the absence of village structures starting 

ca 500 bp also coincides with an increase in climate temperatures that appear to be correlated 

with the abandonment of the site as a major winter village.  This correlates with the cessation of 

status burials in mounds and cairns that are probably indicative of ascribed status, although 

strictly achieved status, or a combination of both patterns, is also likely. 
 

 

It is probable that such a shift explains the difference in ascribed versus achieved status and rank 

in Coast Salish protohistoric cultures versus those of other Northwest Coast culture groups.  For 

example, the ascribed (inherited) status of Chief Maquinna was partly the result of his 

genealogical position, in addition to his ability to ‘corner the market’ for a period with respect to 

European trade goods. 
 

 

In contrast, historic Coast Salish chiefs’ positions probably relied more on achieved status – such 

as being able to intercede between vagaries of the economic situation and the supernatural, than 

on strictly inherited status, although the later would have played a part in this as ethnographic 

and linguistic studies infer two forms of Xʷməθkʷəyəm languages – a common versus a noble or 
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chiefly speech in which the latter was restricted to higher status family members (Suttles 1960, 

1987). 
 

 

Carlson (2017) also makes reference to the afore-mentioned burials and artworks as reflections of 

world views as historians, ethnographers and archaeologists have assumed that the lack of 

monumental wooden architecture in the form of totem, house and other poles in Coast and 

riverine Salish cultures meant a lack of relative sophistication and/or complexity. 
 

 

Similarly, Suttles (1987) suggested an ethnohistoric set of constraints upon productivity that 

might explain the apparent paucity of monumental art, even though he discusses historically- 

recorded house posts and grave markers among Coastal and Fraser River Salish communities of 

the mid-19th Century. 
 

 

Carlson (2017) points out the earlier and persuasive evidence for weaving (spindle whorls, 

preserved looms and textiles in wet sites), other textiles (basketry, mats, woven clothing based on 

pounded cedar bark), as well as organic and stone sculpture (labrets, stone bowls – although the 

‘nice’ ones tend to date to Marpole phase times and contexts – and especially carved horn or 

wooden spoons). 
 

 

Even as recently as 1987 much of the archaeological record for Coast and Fraser River Salish 

peoples was poorly known.  Suttles (1987) recognized this and suggested a partial explanation 

for Salish artistic differences relative to the North Coast as possibly being the result of ritual and 

spiritual beliefs in which wealthy individuals refrained from conspicuously displaying art objects 

as wealth items.  If this was the case, then one needs to explain this shift in worldview in the 

protohistoric and early historic periods, which he does. 
 

 

Carved wooden spoons and other objects, and spindle whorls often exhibit skeletal ‘x-ray’ 

anthropomorphic (human) motifs.  He relates the skeletal imagery with the Salish practice of 

‘feeding the dead’ in which ritual meals were offered to the ancestors (Carlson 2017, Carlson 

and Hobler 1993). 
 

 

The material culture inventory was similar to the preceding Marpole phase with emphasis on 

organic artifacts and continuation of nephrite adze blade woodworking tools of various sizes. 

Land-based hunting may have declined relative to marine-based resources, given 

zooarchaeological evidence of increased reliance on sea mammals, fishing, shellfish and other 

onshore and offshore marine resources in middens.  Reflecting this trend is a tendency for small, 

arrow-point sized projectile points made of chipped stone or ground slate.  This does not indicate 

that terrestrial game was ignored, as mammals provided meat, sinew, bones, antler and other 

important subsistence as well as raw material for tool manufacture. 
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However, a perceived decline in land-based game is deceiving and is a subject requiring further 

study.  For example, the replacement of the older dart-based atlatl hunting weapon required a 

range of body movement and lack of forest cover to be effective.  With the advent of the bow and 

arrow, sometime after ca 2000 rcyrs bp, less body movement was required to draw and loose an 

arrow that was only one-half the size of a dart, with a smaller and lighter arming tip.  The main 

advantage of the bow and arrow was that game could be taken in more heavily forested areas – 

even in gallery growth, although larger branches would have deflected arrows to some extent. 
 

 

Moreover, Carlson (2017) questions that there was a decline in marine resource exploitation, 

even though climate change strongly suggests declines in salmon availability.  Human ingenuity 

would likely have compensated for lower salmonid runs with a corresponding change in fishing 

strategies such as improvements in reef and dip netting technologies, fish weir construction, and 

the like. 
 

 

Archaeologists (see Morin et al 2008 for a review) have commented on a decline in salmonid 

remains in village sites, especially the presence of vertebrae, cranial and caudal bones. Rather 

than this meaning an absence of salmon, Carlson (2017) quite properly refers to potential 

changes in fish processing and preservation techniques to explain this apparent absence of data. 
 

 

Salmon processing may have shifted to historic practices of gutting fish and returning bones to 

the river (in the case of the Fraser Canyon fisheries).  This was not only a practical way of 

disposing of unwanted remains, but could be explained by reincarnation of the bones into future 

generations of fish (see Gunther 1924 for an early discussion of this practice, which has many 

cultural implications relating to Aboriginal social order and worldview). 
 

 

Ethnoarchaeological studies of fish preservation in the Fraser Canyon and elsewhere, indicates 

that salmon would have the head and tail removed as well as the vertebrae prior to being spread 

open on small stakes and suspended from frames for wind-drying, or suspended from rafters in 

smoke houses.  In either case, bones would not have returned to winter villages as part of the 

finished product. 
 

 

In this manner, Carlson (2017) suggests that previous researchers may have jumped to 

conclusions about the lack of salmon in Gulf of Georgia Tradition diets. One should keep in 

mind, if one is doing archaeological analysis, that apparently ‘missing’ data may be the result of 

sampling errors, and other factors especially if broad syntheses are based on relatively few sites. 
 

 

Similarly, there are analogies that could be drawn to modern deer hunting with firearms. 

Shooting at game in heavy forest cover over distances of less than 200 meters (most deer are 

taken between 50-100 meters) requires a larger, slower projectile that is less likely to be 

deflected by gallery growth (although it will, regardless).  Faster, lighter bullets tend to be used 
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in more open areas where deflection is less of an issue (although wind, precipitation and 

temperature are variables that need to be taken into account – especially over long distances). 
 

 

In archaeology, as in many sciences, relative frequencies of artifact occurrence may not 

necessarily correlate with perceived changes in use as game taken at some distance from a field 

camp or village may have been butchered at, or near, the kill site.  Heavier, less valuable bones, 

for example – crania, mandibles, pelvic bones, and the like – would not be worth the physical 

effort to carry them beyond certain distances.  These would likely have been discarded, and the 

more valuable body parts (as perceived by the hunters) could have been bundled in the animal’s 

hide for easier transport. 
 

 
Note: Archaeologists sometimes refer to this as the Schlepp effect (e.g., Marean et al 1992), which is a pun for those 

who understand Yiddish (a particularly American Hebrew dialectical term that refers to a certain type of movement 

by humans). 
 

 

Recent studies of pre-Contact high altitude use (see Reimer 2000, Schaepe 2017, Schaepe et al 

2017 for examples) indicate that higher elevations, far removed from coastal villages, were 

exploited for foraging (hunting and gathering), tool stone extraction (including quartz crystal 

sources), as well as religious purposes (some areas exhibit pictographs, petroforms and other 

evidence of probable ritual activities).  In fact, Schaepe 2017 indicates that some higher elevation 

landforms are perceived as living beings, albeit supernatural ones, and were dangerous to visit 

for the uninitiated. 
 

 

Although the basis for complex Northwest Coast cultures was established during the Marpole 

phase, it saw its final pre-Contact evolution in the Gulf of Georgia Tradition.  After Contact with 

European and Asian populations devasting plagues almost destroyed Aboriginal traditions that 

had taken millennia to develop.  As a result, the surviving Coastal Aboriginal peoples were faced 

with the tremendous task of adjusting what was a finely-tuned system of rank, status, economic, 

political, religious and social control for a much reduced population base. 
 

 

The Historical Period 
 

 

Notwithstanding a potential for very early non-Aboriginal contact such as purposeful or 

accidental voyages from NE Asia (Keddie 1990, 1994), or Bawlf’s (2003) claim that Capt. (later 

Sir) Francis Drake, by 1579, had sailed as far as 54 degrees North latitude to the vicinity of 

Haida Gwaii, or indirect contact resulting from wrecked Spanish Manilla galleons blown off 

course and beached south of the Columbia River (see Williams 2006, Copp et al 2015 for 

discussion) – the earliest recorded sighting of Fraser River delta and/or Burrard Inlet by a 

European navigator was that of Narvaez in 1791 (Copp 2015). 
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The following year (1792) saw the influence of British military surveys – in this case, Captain 

George Vancouver who undertook the first landfall on present-day City of Vancouver at Point 

Grey. 
 

 

At the same time, Spanish, American and Russian mariners were sailing the northern Coast, 

some exploring the Strait of Juan de Fuca including the Fraser delta and Burrard Inlet – although 

most assumed Vancouver peninsula, including Stanley Park, to be islands. 
 

 

Maritime traders of the above nations began to access parts of the Pacific Northwest Coast by 

1785-1792 (Copp 2015).  Being active traders, no permanent settlements were constructed – 

although coastal and interior trading posts were built as early as 1794-1798 (the date isn’t well 

known) – with the NorthWest Co construction of Rocky Mountain Fort on the Peace River in 

northeastern British Columbia (Fladmark 1985). 
 

 

The Hudson Bay Company, fearing the loss of its posts in what was to eventually become 

American territory, established the first Fort Langley on the Fraser River in 1827, several 

kilometers downstream of the current village of Fort Langley.  The 1827 to 1839 site (later 

known as Derby) proved unsuitable for large ship moorage and the entire fort was moved 

upstream to its 1839-1888 location on the knoll that forms the eastern flank of the village.  It was 

at this second fort location that the province of BC was officially proclaimed, with ex-HBC chief 

factor James Douglas as governor, on wet and dreary November day in 1858. 
 

 
Note:  Copp (2017) reported on the findings of the joint college archaeology field schools that excavated this 2nd 

Fort Langley from 1988-1996.  This article focused on the early and middle pre-contact Aboriginal occupations of 

the site. 
 

 

Colonial occupation of the Vancouver peninsula began in the 1860s, although there had been 

European activity in the area of the Fraser River since at least 1824 when the Hudson Bay 

Company expedition from Fort Vancouver on the Columbia River was tasked with locating a site 

for a new trading post.  The HBCo mission was stimulated by company officials’ assumption that 

Fort Vancouver would become part of the United States of America, thus requiring a shift of its 

major post north into British-held territories (i.e., New Caledonia, the precursor to the 1858 

creation of British Columbia). 
 

 

A suitable site was located downstream of the current town of Fort Langley.  Constructed in 

1827, the post was abandoned and move upstream in 1839-1840.  This second fort location, 

although burned in 1840, saw a series of rebuilding and expansion southward on a prominent 

knoll (see Copp 2017 for details) until 1888, when the property was sold. This second fort is 

important for historical reasons – it contains the oldest non-Aboriginal structure on the B.C. 

mainland (ca 1840 to present), but also was the focus of Aboriginal settlement and trade for 

southwestern British Columbia. 
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Both forts deserve mention due to the surface find of a British-style gunflint located on the beach 

at Chaythoos in Stanley Park.  See discussions following, as either fort may have been the source 

of this artifact. 
 

 

With the advent of the Fraser River Gold Rush by 1858, and the possibility of a location on 

Burrard Inlet becoming the terminous for the proposed national railway (one area proposed is 

now part of the city of Vancouver, the other location is the current city of Port Moody at the head 

of the inlet), attention for developers was drawn to the Vancouver peninsula – including Stanley 

Park. 
 

 

The province of British Columbia was officially created on a rainy day in November 1858 at the 

2nd Fort Langley.  James Douglas, who had been the ranking HBCo factor previously and who 

had accumulated experience dealing with First Nations and various governments (British and 

American), became the first governor of the new Canadian province. 
 

 

By 1859, Colonial authorities had become concerned of an increasing influx of American miners 

bound for the gold fields of the Fraser Canyon, Chilcotin and Boundary countries and the 

possibility that their presence would precipitate an American invasion. British Colonial 

authorities sent a detachment of Royal Engineers to facilitate road construction, establish towns, 

and otherwise show a British presence. 
 

 

Colonel Richard Clement Moody was in charge of the Engineers, and apparently wanted portions 

of Stanley Park surveyed as a military reserve in 1859.  Unfortunately, he neither published a 

map of this plan, nor did he ‘gazette’ such plans in local newspapers – both required by law (see 

discussions in Barman 2005, 2007).  Instead, large sections of what was to become parts of the 

city of Vancouver were purchased by private stakeholders. 
 

 

By 1863 several sawmills had been established on Burrard Inlet – as far as its head at Port 

Moody.  The large stands of salable timber in Stanley Park enticed Capt. Edward Stamp to 

consider building a mill at Brockton Point (Barman 2005).  Although clearing was done on part 

of the peninsula, the sawmill plans were abandoned in 1864-65 due to the rip tides running past 

the north end of the peninsula.  Regardless, most areas of the park proper were logged in the late 

19th Century with evidence of springboard stumps and trails that evolved from skid roads as a 

reminder today (Kheraj 2013). 
 

 

Notwithstanding evidence for pre-Contact Aboriginal occupation as evidence by shell middens at 

Xwai Xwai (Lumberman’s Arch), Chaythoos (east of Prospect Point), and on both shores of the 

eastern end of Brockton Peninsula, several families of mixed Aboriginal and European ancestry 

(i.e., the children of which would be Metis in modern parlance) established land holdings on 
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Brockton Peninsula (see Barman 2005, 2007; Matthews 1955, 2011 for details). See Figures 4 

and 5. 
 

 

Toponomy, the study of maps and names, is of interest with respect to the nomenclature of 

Brockton Peninsula.  Brockton was the Chief engineer of a Royal Navy ship in 1859, in whose 

honour his captain named the peninsula – although it likely already had a Salish name (see 

discussion below). 
 

 

Similarly, Tomkins Brew was one of the early European settlers of the peninsula, who had 

arrived by 1869 – he was a customs agent, later New Westminster police officer, and even later 

publican operating out of his house close to the current site of the totem poles.  As such, in the 

early to late 1870s, Brockton Point was also referred to as Brew’s Point – and the practice of 

selling alcohol probably explains the presence of liquor bottles and fragments scattered along the 

sandstone fissures of the north beach nearby. 
 

 

Sometime prior to 1871, John Baker set up a homestead with his Aboriginal wife, Minnie, on the 

shores west of the Nine O’clock gun and HMS Egeria survey monument on the south side of the 

peninsula – along with several others (Barman 2005: 69-74).  Baker was one of the original 

sawyers at the Hastings Mill across Coal Harbour, but this part of the peninsula also came to be 

known as Baker’s Point. Although of little interest except to historians, a previous field school 

student could claim ancestry to both indigenous and European ancestors living at this location. 
 

 

 

Fig. 4:  The late 19th Century occupation of Brockton Peninsula, Coal Harbour 

Source:  Vancouver Archives AM1594: Map6, detail 
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Fig. 5:  The late 19th Century occupation of Brockton Peninsula, Burrard Inlet 

Source: Vancouver Archives AM 1594: Map 6, detail 
 

 

Barman (2005, 2007) discussed the nature of the Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal families on 

Brockton Peninsula, the Aboriginal villages at Xwai Xwai and Chaythoos, as well as the mixed 

Aboriginal, Hawaiian and European families at Kanaka Ranch, located across Coal Harbour from 

Brockton Peninsula/Baker’s Point. 
 

 

Regardless of Aboriginal claims to long-term village occupancy, city councilors managed to 

legally expropriate most of the families residing within the current park boundaries and, by 1888, 

had removed the majority and burned down their homesteads (Barman 2004, 2007; Matthews 

1955, 2011).  Two early resident family members resisted expropriation, the last of whom 

remained as a park resident until his death in the early 1950s (Barman 2005). 
 

 

After 1888, Stanley Park became the responsibility of the city of Vancouver – although 

technically remaining federal property (see Barman 2007 for details).  The city currently leases 

the park for a nominal sum, the beach from the high tide mark for the entire park, including Coal 

Harbour, remain the jurisdiction of the federal Harbours Board (Howe 2017: pers. comm.). 
 

 

As a final note, the forested knolls on the eastern end of Brockton Peninsula, were the unofficial 

(re: illegal) cemetery for early Vancouver citizens.  Residents of the city, including the 

populations in Stanley Park (Aboriginal, Metis, European, Chinese and Hawaiian) used areas 

from the high tide line into the forest from the south shore around to the east shore for disposal of 

the dead. It is not known how many are buried there, nor in what condition (interments were 

certainly noted by Matthews 2011 – but there may also be Chinese cremains as well as surface 

human remains from tree burials), but the official Mountain View cemetery for the city was 

opened in 1888, bounded on the north and south by 33rd and 41st Aves. 
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Aboriginal Sites in Stanley Park 
 

 

Aboriginal sites located within the park boundaries fall within the pre-contact (‘prehistoric’) and 

historical periods.  It should be noted that these terms do not adequately describe the Aboriginal 

conception of time or place – nor the interrelationships between them, but does recognize a 

record of occupation and use dating back several millennia. 
 

 

For example, Schaepe et al (2017) recently discussed the Stó:lō world view of past, present and 

future human-land-time concepts as perceived from an indigenous context.  The Stó:lō term S’ólh 

Téméxw (Our World), embodies a world view in which Aboriginal identification rooted in the 

earth (“sites” in archaeological parlance) forms perspectives of sxwōxwiyám – teachings that 

reflect the interrelationships among nature and culture, people and the environment. 
 

 

In addition, the term tomíyeqw refers to the idea that the present is derived from the past, and 

cannot be meaningfully separated from it, nor by extension, from the future (Schaepe et al 2017). 

As such, archaeological sites are more than mere representation of the past, they contain the 

embodiment of ancestral populations who have gone before, but whose essence remains in the 

ground in what archaeologists call ‘artifacts’, ‘features’, ‘sediments’, natural features (e.g., living 

stones), and the like. 
 

 

As an important principle, students were exposed to the above ideas and were expected to show 

respect to the principles described. For example, on several occasions students were presented 

with the opportunity to participate in tobacco offerings and, in one case, smudging (although the 

aridity of the forest and the chance of starting a fire precluded additional smudging in the woods) 

in order to align themselves with sxwōxwiyám and tomíyeqw, and to recognize that we were 

working within a First Nations’ ancestral-descendent paradigm. 
 

 

Midden Sites 
 

 

Recognized archaeological sites in the park include ancestral villages such as Xwai Xwai (BC 

Archaeology Branch alpha-numeric code DhRs-02) and Chaythoos (DhRs-79), both located on 

Burrard Inlet, as well as un-named pre-Contact midden sites of unknown age at Brockton and 

Halleulujah Points (DhRs-301 and 302) which were occupied well into the late 19th and 20th 

Centuries, as well as midden sites on the north shore of Lost Lagoon (DhRs-05), and at Ceperley 

Park (DhRs-06). 
 

 

All of the Aboriginal occupation sites indicated above consist of midden deposits of dark, 

organic sediments in which fire-cracked rocks, artifacts, features such as hearths and 

decomposed house foundation posts, floral and faunal remains (including shellfish valves), and 

human skeletal remains have been recorded.  Although radiocarbon and other direct dating 
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methods have yet to be used on Stanley Park midden materials, diagnostic artifacts indicate a 

human presence in these areas extending back at least 3,000 years, and likely more. 
 

 
[It should be noted that none of the Langara College archaeology field schools in Stanley Park have had permission 

to excavate – we only observed and recorded archaeological materials in place – nor was collection of artifacts 

allowed.  Excavation permits are required by several levels of government – Federal (Stanley Park is technically a 

Federal reserve, including the harbour); BC provincial government, City of Vancouver – Parks Board, and most 

importantly – First Nations’ permits from the four nations in whose territories, overlaps notwithstanding, that 

Stanley Park is located.] 
 

 

 

Fig. 6:  DhRs-5 (recorded midden, Lost Lagoon area). 
 
 

 

Fig. 7:  Unrecorded midden patch, Brockton Peninsula 
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Although modern legislation exists to protect and preserve heritage resources within the park, 

earlier governments were not as constrained and land-alterations conducted in the late 19th 

through mid-20th centuries have eradicated a large percentage of what were once intact ancient 

village sites. In fact, the once large village of Xwai Xwai has seen more than 80% of its contents 

removed by late 19th Century site mining for shell and sediments that were used in the initial 

construction of Park Drive (Matthews 2011). 
 

 

Similarly, a large fraction of the original forest cover was logged in the late 19th Century, and in 

the early 20th Century, the original climax forest of cedar and fir began to be replaced by 

hemlock by Parks Board staff (Kheraj 2013). 
 

 

No large-scale, systematic archaeological excavations of any site in the park have been made to 

date – only small 50 cm-square or smaller shovel test and/or auger units have been conducted for 

mitigation purposes at DhRs-02 (Xwai Xwai), DhRs-21 (Anderson’s Point) and DhRs-302 

(Brockton Peninsula - South), and these cannot usually determine the presence of structures. 
 

 

These midden sites represent historical and pre-Contact villages consisting of several plank 

houses and associated outbuildings. Records of the historical structures can be found in Major 

Matthews’ (Vancouver Archivist) 2011 publications, as well as in other historical documents 

dating back to the early English and Spanish military investigations of Burrard Inlet.  The 

historical rancheros of Brockton and Hallelujah Points and their multi-cultural inhabitants have 

been thoroughly discussed in Jean Barman’s (2005, 2007) publications. 
 

 

DhRs-06, the midden at Ceperley Park, has never been tested archaeologically, and today is only 

a small, remnant patch of cultural deposits.  Matthews (2011), based on First Nations informant 

August Jack Khatsahlano’s testimony, recorded the site as an area where Aboriginal peoples dug 

a particular type of clay (possibly for gastronomic reasons), but it is likely that some seasonal 

longer-term occupations had taken place.  Sub-surface testing would be required to determine the 

nature and extent of the remnant midden. 
 

 

Given the nature of the topography of the park, it is likely that most midden sites representing 

villages with house structures have been recorded.  However, pockets of exposed midden can be 

seen along the seawall of Coal Harbour, particularly from the yacht club to Deadman’s Island, as 

well as on a small bay of the latter.  Eroded sediments in these areas include characteristic lithic 

artifacts and shell, suggesting that buried remnants of middens may await discovery in future. 
 

 

Cemeteries 
 

 

There are both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal cemeteries, as well as probable individual graves 

and scattered human remains in the park.  Starting with the historical period, there are at least 
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four areas of concern; the forests east and west of Xwai Xwai – Lumberman’s Arch, Deadman’s 

Island, Brockton Point, and Anderson’s Point (Royal Vancouver Yacht Club.  Due to the cultural 

sensitivity issues associated with human remains, the 2017 field school only examined the 

Brockton Point cemetery area for a short time, mostly as a teaching experience for students to 

reinforce the importance of these sensitivity issues.  Other areas were avoided, for similar 

reasons. 
 

 

Xwai Xwai Village (DhRs-02) 
 

 

Inhabitants of Xwai Xwai village were recorded contacting Capt. George Vancouver in 1792 

(Vancouver 1984) in his initial explorations of Burrard Inlet, making it one of the earliest 

documented sites in the Lower Mainland.  However, the village was mostly destroyed in the late 

19th Century when cultural deposits were removed to construct the early Park Drive roadway 

(Matthews 2011). 
 

 

Archival photographs show deposits of two meters (or more) being removed for construction 

materials.  These sediments contained the remains of ancestral populations (human skeletal 

material), features, artifacts and ecofacts that had been deposited over two or three millennia. 

Only small remnants of the original midden site remain, and even these may represent disturbed, 

rather than intact, deposits (Matthews 2011). 
 

 

Barman (2005) indicates that one, or more, Aboriginal cemeteries or burial areas may once have 

existed in the forests flanking the site.  Unfortunately, the western edges of the site have been 

heavily impacted by historical alterations ranging from forest clearance to construction of mid- 

20th Century wolf pens and, more recently, the miniature railway system. 
 

 

Historical burials include the case of two sets of children’s found human skeletal remains 

recovered in the 1940’s near Lumberman’s Arch.  This ‘cold case’ was recently re-examined by 

Dr. David Sweet (Bureau of Forensic Dentistry, UBC) in which odontological (dental) and DNA 

evidence strongly indicates that the two murdered children were mis-identified as brother and 

sister, when in reality they were brothers – albeit born of separate fathers (Bailey 2014). 
 

 

 Deadman’s Isl and  (DhRs-303) 
 

 

The small islet known as Deadman’s Island is technically a HMCS Discovery military base.  To 

date, it has yet to be intensively surveyed for archaeological sites.  An earlier, pre- GoogleEarth® 

inter-tidal survey (Owens 1998) located three probable stone cairns – all on the south to 

southeastern portion of the beach. 
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Examination of the beach via GoogleEarth® in 2017, as the island has restricted access due to its 

military status, indicates that there may be two additional stone cairns located on the northeast 

beach area, as well as eroded shell beach deposits that are likely indicative of midden deposits on 

the southwest and southern beaches, respectively. 
 

 

The history of Deadman’s Island is interesting as it seems likely to have been occupied in pre- 

Contact times, given the above, but the early historical transformation from a forested islet with 

evidence of Aboriginal tree burials and surface human skeletal remains (Barman 2005, and 

Matthews 2011) that were removed by 19th and 20th Century activities is evidence of a lack of 

concern for Aboriginal rights during those times. 
 

 

Brockton Peninsula 
 

 

Matthews (2011) 2nd volume of his archival records (published online) provide a potential 

Halqeméylem name – Paa-Pee-Ak (phonetic transcription) – for the peninsula.  His records also 

indicate that parts of the peninsula, which is actually a low ridge running north-south formed by 

two small knolls, contained probable pre-Contact burials or surface human skeletal remains as 

well as pre-1887 burials for the non-Aboriginal early Vancouver populations, including the so- 

called ‘squatters’ who lived on the peninsula (Barman 2005, 2007). 
 

 

Matthews (2011) and Barman (2005), also relying upon Matthews’ records, suggest that the 

majority of the non-Aboriginal, historical burials were located on the eastern slope of the low 

ridge, as well as the flatter southern portion of the peninsula ranging from just north of the Nine 

o’Clock gun to the Park Drive cut-off at Brockton Point. 
 

 

Non-systematic pedestrian examinations of this forested ridge were attempted in 2013 and 2017. 

In both semesters, the heavy undergrowth prevented close examination of ground surfaces for 

evidence of graves.  Barman (2005) noted that wooden markers were most likely the primary 

indicators of burial areas, but these would not have survived long. 
 

 

In 2013, field crew noted the presence of a possible stone cairn and a glass vase (burial marker 

for flowers?).  Another cairn and a possible cultural mound partially consisting of round cobbles 

were located in 2017, but it is not clear if these are cultural features as no attempt was made to 

more closely investigate them as it is Vancouver Parks Board policy to not cut or disturb foliage 

in the park without permission. 
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Figure 8:  Potential burial cairn, Brockton Peninsula 
 
 

 

 

Figure 9:  Potential stone circle, burial marker (?) – Brockton Peninsula 
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Figure 10: Possible burial cairn constructed of small to medium-sized, round 

cobbles – Brockton Peninsula 
 

 

Additionally, as previously noted, given the probability that there are undisturbed graves along 

the ridge and adjacent areas that likely include those of historical and pre-Contact Aboriginal 

populations, and with respect to the cultural sensitivity of these, no further examinations were 

conducted of this area. 
 

 

 Anderson’s  Poi nt  ( Royal  Vancouver  Y acht  Club)  (DhRs-21) 
 

 

The parking lots associated with the Royal Vancouver Yacht club, foreshore and inter-tidal zones 

at Anderson’s Point have been tested and visually inspected for archaeological sites. Previous 

research indicates remnant midden deposits (DhRs-21) on the western slope between Park Drive 

and the seawall, including culturally modified trees. 
 

 

Pedestrian examination of the inter-tidal zone west of the current stairs providing beach access to 

the west of the yacht club itself, resulted in the recording of a few lithic (dacite) flakes and 
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historical artifacts including bricks, ceramics, blacksmith slag nodules, and probable 19th Century 

building foundation posts of wood and cement. 
 

 

 

Figure 11: Cement and wooden basal pillars on beach, Chinese farm location 
 
 

 

Figure 12: Mooring pin set in glacial erratic boulder, north of Chinese farm site 
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Figure 13: Metal artifacts located in the inter-tidal zone near the Chinese farm site 
 
 

 

Figure 14: Identifiable brick on beach west of Chinese farm site 
 

 

These inter-tidal features may be all that remains of a “Chinese” farm on Anderson’s Point. 

Matthews (2011) and Barman (2005) provide limited information about this occupation, but it 

would appear that a number of people of ethnic Asian, or Chinese, origins had a working farm 

with houses, outbuildings and a smithy on, or near, this location. 
 

 

Barman (2005) reported that the 1888 expulsion of so-called ‘squatters’ from the park included a 

release of farm animals such as pigs and cattle, and the forced burning of structures. It is unclear 

if cremation of decedents took place nearby, but it is suggested that evidence of farm activities 
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and possible cremations could underlie the existing Park Drive and parking lots areas on the 

point. 
 

 

Aboriginal Transformer/Sacred Sites 
 

 

All four First Nations share traditions of a Transformer, or Transformers, who are supernatural 

beings with powers that include an ability to turn people into stones.  Among the Lower 

Mainland First Nations, the Transformers took the shape of four men, often paddling a canoe 

(Matthews 2011).  The Sto:lo had Xa:ls – a single Transformer who travelled along the Fraser 

River correcting deficiencies and/or errors in humans, animals and nature (Schaepe et al 2017). 

Those who were turned to stone are referred to as Shxweli (living spirits). 
 

 

Skalz/Siwash Rock, wife and child 
 

 

August Jack (Xatsa’lanexw Siywam) Khatsahlano (cited in Matthews 1955) related the story of a 

young man, whose wife was imminently expected to go into labour with their child, who was 

cleansing himself at the time of his newborn child’s birth by swimming in the ocean west of 

Siwash Point. 
 

 

He was accosted in the water by four supernatural beings in a canoe who demanded he yield 

them right-of-way, according to Johnson/Tekhionwake (1911), also known as the Transformer 

brothers Xaays (Mattews 1955).  Upon his refusal, and upon hearing the cries of his newborn 

onshore, and in recognition of his admiral refusal to give up traditional cleanliness and manliness 

rituals – the four Transformers turned him, his wife and child into stone.  However, according to 

Johnson/Tekhionwake (1911), to show others that this man’s heart was pure, they allowed a 

small tree to grow from the top of the rock as good-hearted peoples tended to be transformed into 

trees, but evil ones into stones. 
 

 

Johnson/Tehionwake was a noted late 19th Century Mohawk (actually Metis as her mother was 

non-Aboriginal) performer and writer who, after retiring from the stage, spent her later years in 

Vancouver.  She recorded stories and legends about the area based on her talks and friendship 

with Sḵwxwú7mesh siyam Joe Capilano (Sa7plek, aka Joe Mathias), among them – the story of 

‘Siwash Rock’ as it is known in English.  The proper term for this site is Slhxi7lsh (anglicised as 

‘Skalsh’). 
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Figure 15: Slhxi7lsh (Siwash Rock) ca. 1903 

Sources: http://searcharchives.vancouver.ca/uploads/r/null/1/4/1417037/ddc864f7-0abe-4277-baa9-b13b758f1735- 

A01903.jpg 
 

 

Oral traditions indicate that the large, isolated basalt sea stack at Siwash Point is the transformed 

husband, known as Slhxi7lsh.  What is less well known is that oral tradition indicates that his 

wife and newborn child were also transformed into nearby columnar rocks, however, which 

stones are less certain. It is likely that the two nearest basalt rocks that stand out from the sea 

wall are likely these two individuals. One, closest to the sea stack, was labeled ‘the pulpit’ by 

non-Aboriginals in the late 19th Century – no doubt, unaware of the legend (see Figure 15). 
 

 

The geology of these columnar rocks is interesting – they are the result of Eocene (ca 35 mya) 

eruptions that formed a dyke that has been eroding for millennia.  This same formation is 

responsible for the basaltic columnar formations some eight (air) kilometers south in the late 19th 

Century rock quarry of Queen Elizabeth park. 
 

 

Construction of the sea wall in 1965 involved removal, by blasting, of portions of the cliff face 

adjacent to the sea stack and partial incorporation of existing rocks.  Since the rocks that are the 

wife and child have not been positively identified, all large columnar rocks adjacent to the sea 

wall from the sea stack southwards for some 50-75 meters should be considered as part of this 

larger sacred site complex. 

http://searcharchives.vancouver.ca/uploads/r/null/1/4/1417037/ddc864f7-0abe-4277-baa9-b13b758f1735-A01903.jpg
http://searcharchives.vancouver.ca/uploads/r/null/1/4/1417037/ddc864f7-0abe-4277-baa9-b13b758f1735-A01903.jpg
http://searcharchives.vancouver.ca/uploads/r/null/1/4/1417037/ddc864f7-0abe-4277-baa9-b13b758f1735-A01903.jpg
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Suntz (vars. Sunz, Sahuntz) 
 

August Jack Khatsahlano (Matthews 1955) related another Transformer legend, but one that 

involved a woman, Suntz, being turned into a large sandstone erratic at the base of Prospect 

Point.  Khatsahlano was unclear as to the reason for her transformation, but clearly stated that she 

had been washing her hair at the time. 
 

 

Cleanliness, as indicated in the legend of Slhxi7lsh above, was considered a cultural ideal by 

Aboriginal peoples of the area, so it could be that her transformation is a second physical 

example, enshrined in legend and the landscape, for Aboriginal peoples of all ages to embed 

cultural traditions in the landscape. 
 

 

A confusing element is Matthews’ (1955) and Khatsahlano’s other statements that Suntz was a 

second wife of Slhxi7ish.  Whatever may be the case, the large sandstone erratic with carved sets 

of cupules up her back, as seen in archival photographs, has been badly eroded by sea wall 

construction and the impact of people leaping on to her from it.  Seawall construction changed 

the hydrodynamics of tidal effects in other locations, but with drastic negative effects on her. 
 

 

Current plans by the Vancouver Parks Board to stabilize the seawall and counter negative erosive 

effects will involve reconstruction of the seawall in this area, which is a bottleneck for walkers 

and bikers (Howe 2017: pers. comm.).  Copp (2013) discusses this site in more detail. 
 

 

Witch/Lure Stone 
 

 

As previously indicated, E. Pauline Johnson/Tekahionwake (1911) spent the last years of her life 

in Vancouver and recorded Aboriginal oral traditions in her poetry and publications. It was she 

who named Lost Lagoon based on its appearance and disappearance as the tides changed. This 

was before the construction of the land bridge connecting Stanley Park with the mainland on this 

west end of Coal Harbour. 
 

 

The Lure stone is a transformer site, according to Johnson/Tekhionwake (1911: 142-146).  A 

summary of the story would indicate that once upon a time, a long time ago there was an evil 

female shaman who caused much dismay on this part of the Coast.  One day, the four 

supernatural beings were travelling by canoe through the First Narrows.  They spied this evil 

shaman in the trees on Prospect Point. She taunted them, so these beings pursued her through the 

park and turned her into a white rock with black spots.  In order to ensure she would not cause 

additional trouble – as she had the power to fog minds and make people who came near her 

wander as if lost – they chose several pure-hearted warriors and transformed them into guardian 

trees. 
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These guardians were known as Cathedral Grove in Stanley Park – a well-known area north of 

Lost Lagoon.  However, the trees, although huge, had grown diseased by the late 1960s and were 

cut down – potentially freeing the shaman. 
 

 

In 2013, several field school students located a white stone with black spots within the Cathedral 

Grove area, now marked by the stumps of the guardians.  As our minds remained clear and 

nobody wandered off to be lost in the woods, we can only assume that the shaman has either 

departed, or that her powers have waned over the years. 
 

 

Students successfully relocated this site in 2013 (Copp 2013) and re-visited the site in 2017, and 

offered tobacco to the spirits and the ancestors (as we did at all pre-contact Aboriginal sites and 

locations). 
 

 

Petroglyphs and Traditional Use Sites 
 

 

DhRs-811 
 

 

DhRs-811 is a sandstone boulder currently located within the tidal beach zone south of Ceperley 

Park.  The petroglyph images are on the northeast-facing portion of this low boulder (ca. 2.5 x 

1.0 and 0.45 meter) and are relatively lightly pecked into the surface. 
 

 

The most identifiable image appears to be two faces, outlined by a continuous line that resembles 

pipe smoke.  The fact that sandstone is permeable, and the images are relatively clear, suggests 

that this motif may only date within the later part of the 20th Century.  It resembles mid-late 

1960s graffiti images of marijuana smoke.  In fact, the first annual Easter Human Be-In – a 

celebration of hippy culture, took place at Ceperley park in 1967 and it is not unlikely that one of 

the central motifs (the smoke-wreathed faces) might represent this event. 
 

 

This site was observed and commented upon in previous reports (Copp 2012, 2013) as were three 

possible petroglyphs nearby.  The other three, discussed in a later section of this report, require 

more investigation. 
 

 

Otherwise, shallow cupules and one large cupule with a possible facial motif cover the remainder 

of the panel. Cupules (pecked indentations) are one of the most ancient motifs known and have 

been recorded on every continent (except Antarctica) and time periods (Bednarik 2008).  Cupule 

motifs are well known in British Columbia petroglyph sites, and tend to be located in areas 

associated with water – such as ocean beaches as well as rivers, including Interior riverine 

locations associated with fishing, such as the Fraser Canyon (refs). 
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Figure 16: DhRs-811, petroglyph near Ceperley Park 
 
 

 

Figure 17: Detail, DhRs-811 petroglyph 
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There have been no studies to determine the effects of tides and storms on sandstone petroglyphs, 

but it is likely the cupules are of late pre-Contact to historical Aboriginal origins.  Alternatively, 

both cupules and the anthropomorphic faces may be only a few decades old. 

More research is required to investigate this issue. 
 

 

Octopus Rock (Traditional Use Site) 
 

 

A large glacial erratic boulder that is partially immersed, even at the lowest tide, has been 

referred to as Octopus rock (Matthews 1955, 2011), as Aboriginal informants indicated that 

octopus could always be caught there.  There is at least one historical archival photograph 

showing a 19th or early 20th Century plank laid between the sandstone beach shelf and the rock, 

lending credence to it being a traditional octopus fishing station.  The site is located in close 

proximity to a probable petroglyph (see below), canoe run, middens at Brockton Beach – North, 

as well as possible glacial erratic Transformer sites and Pagan (?) boulder alignments on the 

same beach. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 18: Traditional Use Site, Octopus Rock – Brockton Peninsula, Burrard Inlet 
 
 

Octopus Petroglyph 
 

 

A small beach boulder, located on the sandstone shelf of Brockton Beach – North, appears to 

have a probable pecked octopus motif on the eastward-facing side.  First located in 2012, the 
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octopus image was enhanced by barnacle, and particularly blue mussel, growth.  However, 

between 2013 and 2017 there was a contaminant spill in Burrard Inlet that has killed the mussel 

growth, rendering the image less clear. 
 

 

The boulder is situated about 15 meters east of the canoe run on Brockton Beach – North, and is 

also in close proximity to the Octopus traditional use site discussed above. 
 

 

 

Figure 19: Octopus petroglyph 2012 
 
 

 

 

Figure 20: Octopus petroglyph 2017 
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Potential Petroglyph Sites: 
 

 

Ceperley Park Beach 
 

 

Located in proximity to the recently reconstructed stairs to the beach on the south end of 

Ceperley park, there are three possible petroglyphs on three separate boulders.  One of the three 

is actually two exposed sections of sandstone shelf a few meters north and west of the stairs. 

Slight indentations may represent pecked images, although the lines are very shallow, probably 

due to erosion. 
 

 

The second possible petroglyph is an isolated boulder a few meters south of the stairs, located on 

the north face of an igneous, basalt (?) boulder that also is notable for having a metal pin sunk 

into its top surface. 
 

 

The third is another basaltic boulder, some 20 meters northeast of the sandstone shelf area.  All 

three exhibit shallow pecked (?) grooves that may, or may not, represent human intentional 

modifications.  All three rocks also exhibit what appear to be random damage, deep scratches, 

probably from sea wall construction. 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 21: Possible petroglyph north of DhRs-811 
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Figure 22: Another possible petroglyph north of DhRs-811 (Copp 2013) 
 
 

 

Figure 23: Modern petroglyph north of DhRs-811 
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3rd Beach North 
 

 

There is a modern pile of boulders fronting the sandstone shelf that extends into English Bay on 

this beach. At the head (eastern end), there is a small sandstone boulder with what appear to be 

cupules and large grooves on one face – these may be from sharpening actions (i.e., as a 

whetstone used in antiquity or more recent times), or these could be the result of ceremonial 

activities.  Figures 24 - 26 illustrate the stone, and examples of cupules and similar grooves from 

an important ceremonial rock art site in Wyoming.  Both could be analogous to the feature 

described. 

 

Figure 24: Cupule marks and possible sharpening (?) grooves 

Note:  stone has been moved and is not in situ 
 
 

 

Figure 25: Cupules associated with pre-contact petroglyph, Wyoming 
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Figure 26: Engraved grooves, Wyoming petroglyph ancient fertility site 
 

 

In addition, an isolated basaltic boulder measuring ca 2.5 x 2.0 x 1.80 meters is located north of 

Third Beach, approximately two meters east of the sea wall. The panel faces east (i.e., towards 

the seawall) and appears to represent shallow cupules and grooves.  These markings are difficult 

to observe under direct sunlight, and are more easily visible in the late afternoon.  As with the 

Ceperley Park beach boulders, it is uncertain if these markings are anthropogenic or natural 

markings.  More intensive examination of the grooves, preferably with a high-power portable 

microscope, is required to examine this potential site. 
 

 

 

Figure 27: Petroglyph (?), north of 3rd Beach 
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There is a recorded oral tradition (Johnson 1911, Matthews 2011 of a rock, a possible 

Transformer site, near Prospect Point. If the wind and tide was against a paddler, they had only 

to touch a paddle to the rock and they would be helped around the point.  It is likely that the 

partially submerged basaltic intrusion south of Siwash Point is this rock (see Fig.28). 
 

 

 

Figure 28: Possible petroglyph (Fig. 27 above) and Traditional Knowledge site, Windstone 
 

 

Finally, while surveying between 2nd and 3rd Beaches it appears that students located a probable 

petroglyph that escaped the instructor’s attention. It is likely located on the edge of a sandstone 

beach that storms have cleared of smaller boulders.  At the time of writing, the student who took 

the photograph of this feature is not available – but, this certainly merits investigation in the near 

future. 
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Figure 29: Probable petroglyph, location between 2nd and 3rd beaches. 
 
 

Resource Procurement Sites:  Culturally Modified Trees and Fish Traps 
 

 

1911 Grave marker (?) and CMT 
 

 

The site of a Vancouver Archive photograph dated ca 1911 depicts an anthropomorphic grave (?) 

marker.  This site was relocated during the 2017 field school.  By carefully examining the tree 

against which the carved wooden marker was photographed, as well as the topography in which 

it was situated, a student most likely has relocated the site.  The archival record indicated that the 

image was taken near the then-current duck pond, which, after careful research, was located near 

a stream close to the bear pits that once housed the zoo polar bears. 
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Fig.30:  1911 Photograph of carved effigy figure 

Source:http://searcharchives.vancouver.ca/uploads/r/null/a/0/a0b0d8008ce04993d9c5d583c4064b13d436c2cd248c3 

98854905bbf8fd36ea3/bc571d51-2b41-4978-a1cf-0def7958b8f3-A02307_142.jpg 
 

 

By examining the photograph, there is an apparent match with the small stream gully in which 

the tree was growing, and there are sufficient growth patterns in the extant tree to indicate it is 

the one in the picture.  Moreover, the location of the carving, long since removed, is marked by 

old rusted, but large, fence staples and some twisted wire embedded into the south facing portion 

of the stump – the means by which the carving was likely attached to the tree. 
 

 

Culturally Modified Trees 
 

 

Culturally modified trees (CMTs) have been partially harvested for useful organic materials. 

Most often, CMTs represent bark stripping of cedar (red and/or yellow) in order to collect the 

fibrous bark and cambium to process into cordage, after pounding, but there are several other 

uses recorded for bark – including from different species of tree.  Some trees (e.g., pines, 

tamarak) exude sap after stripping – which was collected for varied uses, including medicinal 

applications. 
 

 

Other trees were Aboriginally logged – that is, felled – and used for house posts, canoes and 

many other applications. Some trees, especially red cedar, exhibit test holes that were cut into 

http://searcharchives.vancouver.ca/uploads/r/null/a/0/a0b0d8008ce04993d9c5d583c4064b13d436c2cd248c3
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the tree in order to test for soundness. Others, again mostly red cedar, had planks cut from the 

living tree using various wedges and pounding tools and top/bottom cuts into the living tree. 
 

 

At one time, there was a canoe blank observed off one of the southwestern forest trails – one that 

was observed by the author while still an adolescent.  It was removed at some unknown time. 
 

 

Bark Stripped, Tapered Scar 
 

 

Most of the CMTs observed in Stanley Park are of the tapered - bark stripped type. Usually cut 

into red cedar, a base cut was made with a stone adze or modern cutting tool, a wedge or edge of 

an adze, axe of broad knife inserted above the cut – and the bark then pulled by walking away 

from the tree.  If the bark strip extended high enough, this usually left a distinctive tapered scar. 
 

 

The bark strip was then rolled and tied for transport and later use – mostly for the production of 

cordage. 
 

 

 

Figs. 31 and 32:  Bark stripped, tapered scar CMTs 
 
 

Bark Stripped, Window Scar 
 

 

A window-bark stripped scar differs from the tapered variety in that a bottom and top cut were 

made into the side of a tree.  The bark removed tended to form a rectangular scar, and – if from a 
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red cedar, used for the same purposes as a tapered roll.  Other trees with window-shaped scars 

were cut in order to produce sap, and others were used as well for painting pictographs or carving 

images or designs into the wood (i.e., arborgraphs).  Still others bear the scars of adze or axe 

marks for the removal of kindling. 

 

Figure 33: Window scar, burnt, with kindling removal scars 
 
 

Trap sets and sounding tests 
 

 

Besides a test hole for soundness, some CMTs exhibit square, rectangular or triangular holes cut 

into the living tree. If the bottom of the hole formed a platform, then it is assumed that this was a 

location for a trap set.  Traps set at chest level are assumed to have been place to capture fur- 

bearing animals such as weasels, martins and related species. 
 

 

Vandalized CMTs 
 

 

Although some Aboriginal peoples continue to harvest cedar trees within the forests of Stanley 

Park, others see an opportunity in bark scars for vandalism.  Technically, if a vandalized tree can 

be determined to pre-date AD 1848 this is an offence under the provincial Heritage Conservation 

Act.  However, it is suspected that vandals do not understand that CMTs are archaeological and 

Aboriginal Traditional Use Sites. 
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Figs. 34 and 35: Soundness test left, trap set right 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Figures 36-38:  Examples of modern CMT vandalism 
 
 

so 
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CMTs and fence rails 
 

 

At least two CMTs in the park exhibit evidence of use as rather large ‘posts’ for fence rails.  One 

such is across the road from the midden site on the northeast shore of Lost Lagoon.  It is likely 

this is a remnant of the historical Aboriginal ranchero in this location.  The other example is 

beside the cut-off around the Brockton Point lighthouse and most likely represents activity dating 

to the times when the lighthouse keeper lived adjacent. 

 
 
 

Fig. 39:  Remnant fence rail, Brockton Point lighthouse keeper’s property 
 
 

Fish Traps 
 

 

A complex of boulder curvilinear to sub-rectangular boulder alignments at the Aboriginal site of 

Chants (DhRs-678) was constructed on the sandstone bedrock between Siwash and Prospect 

Points.  Modern signage posted on a seawall rest area indicates the importance of tidal fish traps 

of this sort for the indigenous economies.  Although undated, other boulder traps on the 

Northwest Coast have been radiocarbon dated from associated wooden stakes to over 4000 years 

before present. 
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Tidal fish traps, some with openings for the construction of wooden fences, basketry traps or 

netting were an economical way of obtaining fish.  Fish entering the trap at high tide would 

become trapped during the ebb tide and could fairly easily have been harvested if the rock wall 

opening with fence, basketry or netting was attended.  Otherwise, fish stranded in the resulting 

artificial tidal pool could have been harvested with leisters (fish spears), seine or other nets, or 

even by hand, if necessary. 
 

 

Examination of the beach between Second and Third beaches via GoogleEarth® indicates a 

possible fish trap in the form of a linear arrangement of boulders.  Unfortunately, time did not 

permit field examination of this possible site. 
 

 

 

Figure 40: Curvilinear to rectangular stone alignments or fish traps 
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Fig. 41:  Partially submerged canoe run (left) and part of a large fish trap site at Chants 

(DhRs-68) 
 
 

Canoe Runs and Skids 
 

 

A canoe run is a section of beach in which a ‘laneway’ has been constructed through the simple 

expedient of removing rocks and boulders and piling them to the sides. Aboriginal canoes, being 

made of cedar and susceptible to damage by being run up on a rocky beach, necessitated 

construction of clear landing ways – which are termed canoe runs. 
 

 

A canoe skid, on the other hand, is simply a canoe run in which rocks and/or boulders have been 

left on the beach, but cut logs or planks secured in place in order to run canoes safely onto the 

beach. In both types, the landing ways were constructed perpendicular to the beach and are 

noted to be associated with villages, camps, and resource extraction areas. For example, there is 

a canoe run just south of the fish traps and Chants (DhRs-678), and others have been noted 

between Third and Second beaches and south toward English Bay, as well as on the North beach 

of Brockton Peninsula. 
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Figure 42: Canoe run or skid, north of 2nd Beach 
 
 

Historical Sites 
 

 

There are sites of historic interest in the park, such as the HMS Egeria survey marker ca 1858, 

the Nine O’Clock Gun, Brockton Point lighthouse, as well as the gun batteries at Siwash and 

Ferguson Points, among others.  Historic in this sense, means sites that are significant for 

understanding the history of Stanley Park, and are generally recognized as such. 
 

 

Historical sites, on the other hand, are those sites that fall within the span of recorded ‘history’ of 

the park – starting with Captains Narvaez (1791) and Vancouver’s (1792) ships log records if the 

Vancouver area.  Historical sites include those produced by Aboriginal endeavours, such as 

middens, field camps, canoe runs/skids, as well as CMTs as Indigenous peoples continued to 

occupy the park area until most were expelled by 1888, although at least two managed to 

maintain occupancy until the 1950s (Barman 2005, 2007, Matthews 2011). 
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Two ‘historic’ sites worth noting were examined during field schools – these are the surviving 

remnants of the military gun emplacements at Siwash Point (WWI) and Ferguson Point (WWII) 

and at least one associated searchlight station (both WWI and WWII) at Siwash Point.  See 

Figure 43. Both sites reflect concerns of naval attacks against the city during these conflicts. 
 

 

 

Figure 43: Vancouver Area Coastal Defenses WWI and WWII 

Source:  www.vancouvergunners.ca webpage re: 15th Field Artillery Regiment Museum and Archives. 
 

 

Siwash Point Battery 
 

 

By 1914, Canadian military planners had become concerned about possible German naval attacks 

against coastal areas, especially Vancouver as the city was not only the terminous of the national 

railway re: food (grains), as well as raw and finished material supplies for transshipment to 

factories in Eastern Canada, but also a manufacturing centre for ships and munitions (Moogk 

http://www.vancouvergunners.ca/
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1978).  A series of coastal defenses were constructed, but the site at Siwash Point is of most 

concern for this study. 
 

 

Two 4-inch, breech loading BL guns were made available from the naval base at Esquimalt on 

Vancouver Island.  Although there don’t appear to be any surviving records of how the two guns 

were transported to Siwash Point, there is a bulldozed roadway along the eastern cliff edge of the 

point and it is not clear if this was constructed in 1914-1915, or later as access to the adjacent 

concrete searchlight tower that was re-used in WWII. 
 

 

 

Figure 44: Bulldozed roadway south of Siwash Point gun emplacments 
 

 

The 2017 field school located seven, marine-encrusted stanchion pins set into the bedrock 

sandstone on the bay (Douk’s Beach) north of Siwash Rock, but it is uncertain if these were used 

in landing guns or mooring logs during the 19th Century period when the park was being logged. 
 

 

Logic suggests that the searchlight engine building and searchlight tower required the bulldozed 

road for the initial transport of materials, as well as the rather heavy guns.  However, Moogk 

(1978) indicates that only the gun emplacement pads – heavy 12 x 12 inch posts over which steel 

plates were set, and the searchlight tower were more or less permanent constructions.  The metal 

bolts holding the circular gun mountings in place are all that remains today.  See Figures 48 and 

49. 
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The munitions shack foundation has not survived, but most likely would have been concrete, but 

a wooden framed observation deck set in trees south of the guns were made of wood.  The 

observation deck was visible as recently as 10-15 years ago (early 2000s), but have since 

disappeared. Officers and men were housed in tents on-site. 
 

 

 

Figure 45: Siwash Point gun emplacments, sketch map 

Source:  www.vancouvergunners.ca webpage re: 15th Field Artillery Regiment Museum and Archives. 

http://www.vancouvergunners.ca/
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Figures 46 and 47:  Siwash Point gun emplacments, WWI 

Source: www.vancouvergunners.ca webpage re: 15th Field Artillery Regiment Museum and Archives. 

http://www.vancouvergunners.ca/
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Figure 48: Siwash Point gun emplacement pins 

Note:  Modern commemorative memorial stone adjacent 
 

 

Ferguson Point Battery 
 

 

The gun emplacement at Ferguson Point was extremely controversial from the earliest suggestion 

in 1938 of mounting this battery (Moogk 1978, 2006) in 1938.  City of Vancouver politicians 

were concerned that it would permanently scar one of the most beautiful, and heavily visited, 

sites in the park – given that the point provided a very scenic view of English Bay, with splendid 

sunsets to the West, just as it is today. 
 

 

Even though Stanley Park had been leased to the city for a nominal fee since 1888, the park was 

still owned by the federal government, with Ferguson Point being deemed essential for the 

strategic defense of Vancouver Harbour and the First Narrows entrance to the ship yards and 

docks in Burrard Inlet.  By the middle of February 1938, construction of the “Stanley Park” 

battery had begun (Moogk 1978). 
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Figure 49: Siwash Point gun emplacement pins and modern memorial stone 
 

 

The 31st Battery was mobilized in August 1939 (Moogk 1978; Anon 2006) with primary duties 

as described as well as to function as a ‘detaining’ battery for unauthorized ships entering 

English Bay. Authorized to take action (i.e., firing upon) such vessels was, fortunately, never 

required for the duration of the war (1939-1945). 
 

 

According to Moogk (1979) the battery was originally made up of two BL 6-inch, breech loading 

Mk7 guns that were set on 15-inch mountings some 50 yards from the cliff edge.  By 1942, these 

had been replaced by small 4.7-inch Mk 4 guns and appropriate mountings. 
 

 

The guns were set into the ground in concrete bunkers and were supported by observation posts, 

communications, munitions magazines and bunker, sentry posts, and other infrastructure 

buildings. Barracks and other support buildings were constructed downslope of the point on 

what is now the 3rd Beach parking lot. 
 

 

The officer’s mess building is all that remains of the Stanley Park battery, now the Ferguson 

Point Teahouse and restaurant.  Almost all of the other buildings were dismantled at the end of 
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the war, save the officer’s mess building.  Interestingly, Moogk (2006) recounts that the military 

were loath to relinquish this position, so much so that the district commander refused to vacate 

the building. Between 1945 and 1948 some of the site was still off-limits to non-military 

personnel. 
 

 

The gun emplacements were partially dismantled and buried, as was the munitions building 

which can still be seen as a concrete pad set into the ground west of the Ferguson Point teahouse 

and access road.  However, if one knows where to look, you can see the slightly raised areas that 

are the filled-in gun emplacements – especially during hot summer days when the grass over the 

fill has withered. 

 

Figure 50: Ferguson Point gun batteries, WWII 

Source: www.vancouvergunners.ca webpage re: 15th Field Artillery Regiment Museum and Archives. 

http://www.vancouvergunners.ca/
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Figure 51:  Ferguson Point gun emplacements and associated structures 

Source: www.vancouvergunners.ca webpage re: 15th Field Artillery Regiment Museum and Archives. 

http://www.vancouvergunners.ca/
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Figures 52 and 53:  Ferguson Point, 2017 (Google Earth 2017). Battery areas visible in grass 
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Figure 54: Ferguson Point magazine, now buried but possible accessible 

Source: www.vancouvergunners.ca webpage re: 15th Field Artillery Regiment Museum and Archives. 
 

 

Surface Site Surveys 
 

 

Both Barman (2007) and Kheraj (2013) have commented on the actions of various Vancouver 

city councils campaigns to evict and erase evidence of First Nations occupations of the park. 

Stranger still was the 1920s plan to construct an artificial North Coast “Indian” village on lands 

immediately east of Xwai Xwai – an authentic village. 
 

 

Although these plans were never realized, the recent construction of the 2010-2014 Klahowya 

Aboriginal village to the southwest of Xwai Xwai was a partial realization of this old plan.  This 

was a joint project that connected British Columbia government tourism projects with 

Xʷməθkʷəyəm (Musqueam), Sḵwxwú7mesh Úxwumixw (Squamish), and Tsleil-Waututh bands, 

Metis and other Canadian Aboriginal communities in an effort to educate the public through self- 

http://www.vancouvergunners.ca/
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guided tours, demonstrations, artisan booths, cuisine, performances, an Aboriginal-themed 

miniature train ride, story telling, and other venues.  Unfortunately, the partnerships were 

dissolved at the end of the 2014 season. 
 

 

However, in the early decades of the 20th Century a number of totem poles were acquired and 

erected, first – just east of Xwai Xwai, but later moved to the current location on Brockton 

Peninsula.  Once again, the construction of this site as a homage to First Nations actually resulted 

in the destruction of a good portion of an ancient pre-Contact shell midden, especially in the 

removal of cultural sediments to construct the washrooms and gift shop. 
 

 

At the time, removal of Aboriginal cultural site materials was not monitored by archaeologists, 

but traces of midden west of the washroom/gift shop complex can be seen in surface disturbances 

by rodents.  Evidence for pre-contact use of the area can be found in eroded artifacts in beach 

deposits flanking this portion of Burrard Inlet – most likely the result of pre-seawall construction 

and erosion. 
 

 

These materials, observed in situ during field schools, primarily include lithic flakes, cores and 

rare formed artifacts such as projectile points and scrapers.  All to date have been have been 

manufactured from dacite, a raw material for making stone tools that exists as glacial drift 

remains on park beaches. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 55: Dacite lithic core, Brockton Point north, Burrard Inlet – in situ 
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Figure 56: Field school surface artifact survey exercise, each flag marks an artifact (orange = 

lithic, other colours = historical) 
 
 

 

Figure 57: Probable petroform and dacite core (above scale) 
 

 

In 2013, Dr. Reimer/Yumks (SFU Archaeology) examined a dacite boulder located by field 

school students on the north Brockton Point beach.  Portable x-ray fluorescence assays conducted 

on-site indicate that this boulder originated near Furry Creek, to the north along Howe Sound.  It 

is tempting to hypothesize that the boulder was transported to its location in pre-contact times, 
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most likely by canoe. More research and intensive surveying of ths part of the park is required to 

investigate this. 
 

 

The area upon which the Totem Pole park and washroom/gift shop was constructed also has an 

important historical context.  Barman (2005, 2007) discusses the Aboriginal, Metis, and non- 

Aboriginal historical occupants of the area, which also accounts for the late 19th Century artifacts 

found intermixed with pre-contact cultural materials on the adjacent beach. 
 

 

Totem Poles, Brockton Peninsula 
 

 

Totem poles, as they are known in the vernacular, take a number of forms and serve several 

purposes.  There are Welcome Figures, for example – usually carved images of human forms that 

were set up on village beach frontage areas.  Other poles reflected important events and 

chronicled household (lineage/clan) histories and events while still others were Mortuary poles, 

in which human remains were interred. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 58:  Three totem poles illustrating ethnolinguistic artistic design motifs 
 

 

Some figures were incorporated into the support structures of large plank houses common to 

many North Coast cultures, but not, significantly, Coast Salish peoples.  Coast and River Salish 
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peoples’ homes generally did not require large support posts, so smaller, carved human and 

animal effigy figures were employed as grave and significant cultural markers. 

In the past, some historians and archaeologists interpreted this lack of monumental sculpture as 

evidence of cultural poverty, but, as Carlson (2017) points out – Coast and Riverine Salish 

peoples had a rich artistic history in other media (e.g., small sculptures, carved bowls and effigy 

figures, spindle whorls and horned spoons with skeletal imagery that may reflect long-standing 

cultural patterns associated with ancestor ‘feeding the dead’ rituals, as well as textiles such as 

basketry, matting and woven blankets). 
 

 

As indicated previously, attempts to eradicate the local Aboriginal history (including pre-contact 

‘history’) of the park and replace it with a more North Coastal imagery began with the 

acquisition of four totem poles acquired from the Alert Bay community in the 1920s (Matthews 

2011).  This was followed in 1936 by the acquisition of poles from Haida Gwai and Rivers 

Inlet – none of which are Salish communities.  Erected at Lumberman’s Arch (Xwai Xwai), 

these poles were moved to the current Visitor’s Centre at Brockton Peninsula in the mid 

1960s. 
 

 

By the 1980s, cultural sensitivities had begun to realize that the poles were significant to 

Aboriginal worldviews and they were either repatriated or moved to museums.  Copies of the 

original poles were made, or replacements carved, and erected.  However, it wasn’t until the 

2008 erection of the Gateway pole(s) that a true Coast Salish representation was achieved.  In 

2009, the most recent pole was erected – carved by a Sḵwxwú7mesh artist. 
 

 

As such, in order to accommodate a Halqeméylem presence in the park, Salish artists have had to 

syncretize their traditional art forms to the mass culture idea that ‘all Coastal Aboriginal peoples 

carved totem poles’ even though their ancestors were the original inhabitants of the park area and 

left at least one mortuary effigy, mentioned previously. 
 

 

Otherwise, the other poles represent the Haida (Gwaii Hanaas), Kwakwa’wakw, Nuu chah nulth 

and Wuikinuxu (?uwik’inuxw) First Nations – all more northerly Coastal peoples. 
 

 

That said, these poles are the most heavily visited site in Stanley Park although, through field 

observations, few of the throngs taking pictures bother to read the signage explaining these 

cultural features. 
 

 

Pagan Sites 
 

 

Neo-Pagans, or simply “Pagans” as some prefer, are people who are interested in the occult and 

come from every walk of life, but appear to primarily be represented by Caucasian members of 

North America, Canada and northern European nations.  There are several types of Pagans, but 
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the most recognized are Wiccans (‘witches’), Druids, and practioners of Norse-inspired Nordic 

cults.  Most would emphatically deny that their religion has anything to do with Satanism or the 

so-called ‘Dark Arts’ (Adler 1996, Hutton, 1999, Cuhulain 2011, 2017: pers. comm.). 
 

 

By far the most common in North America are the Wiccans.  Wicca is an interesting religion as it 

lacks a set of Holy texts, instead, practitioners generally keep a journal in which they record 

rituals and other matters. This makes Wicca perhaps the most idiosyncratic religion yet 

encountered by Anthropologists and Archaeologists.  Practitioners may join a coven, usually 

restricted to 13 members, 12 acolytes and a high priest or priestess (or both, with 11 acolytes). 

Others prefer to study and practice alone (Adler 1996, Hutton 1999, Cuhulain 2011). 
 

 

Depending upon which of the two British-based schools of Wicca one practices (Gardner 1954, 

2004/1959 or Robert Cochrane, who had no publications during his lifetime, cited in Hutton 

1999), the basic principles include syncretized aspects of both animistic and animatistic religions. 

Animism refers to a belief in a supernatural component of reality that includes deities, semi- 

deities and other recognizable anthropomorphic or zoomorphic beings, whereas animatism is a 

belief in impersonal supernatural forces that permeate the universe, some of which can be 

accessed or controlled by human beings – but only after training.  In many ways, Wicca 

resembles aspects of many shamanistic, ecstatic religions (see Eliade 2004/1964 for discussion). 
 

 

The basis of Wiccan belief is strongly tied to the natural world.  Ceremonies significantly rely 

upon astronomical events – particularly solstices and equinoxes and well as demi- 

solstice/equinox events, as well as culturally-relative times when other-worldly or extra- 

dimensional portals are available such as Samhain (Halloween) and Ostare (Easter) – both of 

which are astronomically determined.  Astronomical events tied to both the sun and moon are 

also important. 
 

 

Hollywood and television programs have not exactly treated Wiccans properly – for example, 

focusing on moonlit ceremonies in which worshippers are ‘sky-clad’ (nude) and/or mistaking 

them for Satanists.  Cuhulain (2011), which is a pseudonom for a practicing Wiccan who, for 

over three decades served the public as a police detective in a major Canadian metropolitan city, 

noted the need for a manual by which police forces could depend when dealing with Pagans, 

This is the case, especially for the USA, where sometimes attending officers tend to draw a 

firearm more quickly than in other jurisdictions. 
 

 

As more and more people became interested in Wicca, especially from the late 1960s and 1970s 

through to current times, police officers needed to become informed as to how to handle an 

investigation, or even a call based on an observed ritual in a public forest, but from a culturally 

relative perspective. 
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His manual (Cuhulain 2011) included much needed advice in how to approach a ceremony.  For 

example, if a coven was observed performing a ritual in a public forest (e.g., Stanley Park), the 

attending officers should note whether a ritual circle had been drawn or constructed on the 

ground and whether there was a ceremonial altar present. 
 

 

In Wiccan practice, one can only enter a ritual circle through admittance by another practitioner 

symbolically cutting an entrance in the air with a dull-bladed, ceremonial knife (an “athame”). 

Such an action could be construed as an attack against an officer, when all it represented was a 

person leaving the circle – said person would also be observed sealing the entrance after leaving. 
 

 

Anthropologists and archaeologists take great pains to ensure they understand ritual cultural 

behaviour. As such, since several probable Pagan ritual sites were encountered during the 2017 

field school season, future surveys will include an introduction to proper protocols when 

encountering a ritual in progress. 
 

 

Such a protocol would generally include remaining beyond the limits of any delineated ritual 

area and quietly waiting to be noticed (or simply quietly and respectfully observing from a 

distance, or just leaving).  Wiccans are generally quite willing to discuss their religion, but not 

particularly when a ceremony has commenced.  Simply speaking, it is quite rude to interrupt! 
 

 

For details regarding Wiccan, Druidic and Norse-based Pagan religions, the reader is referred to 

Adler (1996) and Cuhulain (2011) for details, keeping in mind that much of Pagan religious 

practice varies greatly, but is still an intensely personal religion (similar to Shamanism). 
 

 

Pagan Sites: Forest Locations 
 

 

Siwash Point Sites 
 

 

In the forested slopes above Siwash Point, and the WWI gun battery discussed above, are a 

number of interesting sites.  One is a stone alignment recorded in 2013 – a stone circle that has 

been deconstructed and rebuilt in the years since it was recorded.  Another is a cloth strip shrine 

located about 20 meters north of the stone circle.  Still another site in this location is a bark- 

stripped Aboriginal CMT, with modern graffiti written in indelible marker on the bark scar face. 
 

 

In 2013, the crew also noted the remains of an old homeless person’s camp downslope of the 

stone circle – marked by fire cracked rocks, an enclosure built of decayed wooden planks and 

logs, and a hand-crafted wooden bowl.  We also noted, and again observed in 2017, a small metal 

bell set in a tree beside the CMT/arborgraph.  This was difficult to photograph, but appeared to 

be less than 10 cm in length by at least 5 or 6 cm diameter – tied to a branch about 10 meters 
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above the ground.  Without examination, it is not possible to determine whether the bell is 

associated with recent activities in the area, or was placed there by the WWI gunners. 
 

 

 Stone Circle 
 
 

 

Figure 59: Copp 2013:8 figures 9 and 10 re: Stone Circle 2013 
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Figure 60: Reconfigured Stone Circle 2017 
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Figure 61:  Aboriginal CMT with modern grafitti 
 
 

 
 Shrine 

 

 

Located about 30 meters north of the stone circle described above, students located an apparent 

cloth strip shrine draped over ferns in front of an old, historic stump.  Cloth strip shrines such as 

this have a global ancestry, but are also known to be part of Aboriginal religious activities in the 

American West and Pacific Northwest.  It is suggested that this shrine is very recent, given that it 

is made on top of ferns. 
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Fig. 62:  Recent paper and cloth shrine above Siwash Point 
 
 

Tatlow Walk Sites 
 

 

Tatlow Walk connects Prospect Point with Lost Lagoon on the Western side of the park.  It 

makes its way through forested areas and is probably part of an old 19th Century logging skid 

road system, judging by the number of springboard stumps visible alongside the trail. Student 

reconnaissance located one of the sites described below in 2013, the others were found this year. 
 

 

Sanskrit Om Symbol 
 

 

An interesting boulder and cobble petroform was located in a clearing between Tatlow Walk and 

an unnamed mountain bike/walking trail north of Lost Lagoon. This alignment appears to have 

been built across a now disused portion of the mountain bike/hiking trail, suggesting a relatively 

recent construction date. 
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It consists of small rounded boulders and smaller, unweathered angular cobbles that appear to 

have been salvaged from seawall and other construction activities in the park.  Many of the 

boulders exhibit a patina that develops over time, and some are partially covered with moss. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 63: OM Sanskrit symbol (upside-down); view to West. Note cut logs from disused bicycle path in 

lower right of photo. 
 

Figure 64 is Copp’s field sketch of the feature. Note the triangular feature (not visible in Figure 63 

above) made of cut saplings and filled with small, white chips of the unweathered cobble material 

(Figure 65; bottom of page). 
 

The interpretation of this feature was illusive, at first. But one of the students, as a practicing Wiccan – 

but one not associated with a coven, suggested it might be Pagan in nature. With this as a starting point, 

Copp began to research Pagan symbols online, but was unable to find anything similar other than 

thinking it might be an image incorporating crescent moon motifs – not uncommon in Wiccan 

iconography. 
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Figure 64: Om symbol, field sketch 
 

Having reached an impasse, Copp then reached out to an old high school friend, who also happens to 

practice Wicca. She couldn’t tell what the symbol meant either, but reached out via social networking 

and was contacted in a matter of hours with a plausible answer. The image is not one of crescent 

moons, rather it is a Sanskrit Om symbol – albeit upside-down from the point of view of the field sketch 

and photo (see Figure 65). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 65: Sanskrit Om symbol – left in proper orientation, right – upside-down 
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This Sanskrit symbol has various meanings, depending upon its context. These may include concepts 

such as “soul”, “truth”, and others. It may also represent an entoptic symbol that some see when 

meditating, especially when entering and initial trance stage. 
 

At the time of writing, the motivation for expending a rather significant amount of labour collecting and 

arranging boulders and cobbles, and whether this was the act of a single person or group, is unclear. 
 

Female symbol (?) 
 

 

A larger petroform, one that was until recently bisected by a bicycle trail, was found north 

(upslope) of the Om symbol.  It isn’t clear what this petroform represents, but at least one field 

school student with knowledge of Wiccan and other Pagan symbols suggested it might represent 

several female reproductive organs. While a tempting hypothesis, it is likely that, perhaps, only 

one or two of the features within the larger image represent such. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 66: Field sketch of female (?) symbol 
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Figure 67: An oblique ground view of parts of the symbol, view to the West 
 
 

 

Figure 68: Detail, female reproductive organ (?) 
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Wheel (Seasons) symbol 
 

 

A four-spoked wheel, or solar cross, motif made of small boulders and cobbles was located about 

25 meters north of the “Om” petroform discussed above.  The four spoked wheel pattern could be 

part of the modern pan-Aboriginal religious system, but could equally represent Pagan 

symbolism. 
 

 

Both four and eight-spoked wheel or encircled cross motifs symbolize Pagan reliance on 

astronomical and seasonal alignments.  The northernmost-oriented spoke is oriented to 310 

degrees, not 360 degrees, or magnetic north (approximately 16 degrees east in 2017). The 

petroform itself is flanked by three fallen tree trunks, with a southeastward-facing opening to the 

feature. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 69:  Pagan Wheel/Seasonal motif 
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Figure 70:  field sketch, wheel symbol 
 

 

Eight ‘sabbats’, periods of Pagan significance are generally recognized (Adler 1996).  These are 

(note spellings may vary); 
 

 

Samhain (e.g., Halloween for non-Pagans) 

Yule (winter solstice) 

Imbolc/Candlemas 

Ostara (spring equinox) 

Beltane 

Litha (summer solstice) 

Lammas/Laghnasadh 

Mabon (autumn equinox) 
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Figure 71: Pagan Ritual Calendar 

Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=49149898 
 

 

Since the spokes appear offset from the cardinal directions, usually representing solstice/equinox 

periods, it may be reasonable to assume this petroform was constructed with regard to the four 

non-solstice/equinox sabbats – Samhain, Imbolc, Beltane and Lammas/Laghnasadh. 
 

 

Pit and Stump Feature 
 

 

 

Figure 72: Stump with offerings and pit feature 
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Figure 73: Stump and part of pit wall feature 
 
 

Inter-tidal Sites:  Petroforms 
 

 

 Heart 
 

 

In the inter-tidal north of 2nd beach, students located a ‘heart-shaped’ petroform and recorded 

it as such.  It is likely a tidal pool constructed to hold fish, or a more recent construction built 

for aesthetic reasons, or because of boredom.  Although identified as ‘heart-shaped’, the 

structure could also be construed to represent the human pelvic girdle of sacrum (larger 

boulder) and two innominate bones. As for the ‘heart’ shape – the Valentine’s heart motif 

does not accurately resemble the human organ and may instead be a Medieval or Roman 

symbol of one or more plant leaves that held semiotic value at the time. 
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Figure 74: “Heart-shaped” petroform 
 

 

 Stone Circles 
 

 

Several stone circles constructed of small boulders, some associated with larger glacial erratic 

boulders, were noted along the western and northern beaches of Stanley Park.  It is likely that 

some served as fish storage units (augmented with wooden stakes, pole or mat restraints).  Others 

may have marked specific locations on beaches – as did prominent glacial erratic boulders that 

may have served as navigation markers or other functions.  Still others may have served other 

functions, including historic stone piling activities. Ultimately, at the time of writing, the 

function(s) of these petroforms are mostly speculation. 
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Figure 75: Circle (scale is at one end) on Burrard Inlet, Brockton Point area 
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Figures 76 and 77:  Two views of circles associated with a glacial erratic boulder, 

Brockton Point area 
 

 

 

Figure 78: An elongated stone circle associated with a glacial erratic boulder, 

north of Siwash Point. 
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 U-shaped petroforms 
 

 

At least two u-shaped petroforms were noted during inter-tidal surveys.  Both are on the eastern 

end of Brockton Peninsula, one near the lighthouse and old historic boathouse facility, the other 

is mid-way between the lighthouse and the Nine O’clock gun.  Functions are unknown. 
 

 

 

Figure 79: U-shaped petroform, Brockton Peninsula 
 

 

Although inter-tidal petroform features may have served specific functions ranging from tidal 

fish storage pools, navigational aids, or markers for specific activities, there is another function 

that can be hypothesized – prayer sites. 
 

 

Petroforms located at higher elevations in the Pacific Northwest have been tentatively identified 

as prayer, or ritual, ceremonial sites. The construction of these features, ethnographically 

recorded as involving fasting rituals, may have helped individuals during supernatural “Vision” 

or “Spirit” quests.  More research of the local ethnographic literature is required in order to test 

this hypothesis. 
 

 

Miscellaneous Finds and Sites 
 

 

 Bell in Tree (Siwash Point) 
 

 

A small brass bell was observed in a tree near the stone circle on the slopes above Siwash Point. 

First observed in 2013, it is still present – although no attempt was made to investigate it more 
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closely given that it is about 8 meters above the ground.  It is likely that this artifact is relatively 

recent (i.e., post-1970s) as it is located a few meters from an old, abandoned homeless person’s 

camp that appears to be at least 10 to 20 or more years abandoned. 

 

Figure 80: Small brass bell, centre of photo 
 

 

 Spark Plugs and Cores 
 

 

Numerous spark plugs and cores were observed on the sandstone beaches extending from 

Brockton Point to Prospect Point during previous field schools (Copp 2013).  At first, these 

were a puzzle and were thought to be associated with mid-late 20th Century illegal road racing 
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along Park Drive, as most of the spark plugs were identified for use in older, big-block 

automobiles. 

Careful observation of local fisher-folk revealed the actual story.  The spark plugs are a cheap 

and efficient line weight for fishing into the kelp beds where the sandstone shelf rapidly drops off 

all along this section of Burrard Inlet.  The spark plug holds a leader line with hook and bait 

above the floor of the inlet – a perfect set of tackle for flounder and similar fish species. 
 

 

 Votive Offerings – Brockton Point 
 

 

Pedestrian surveys of the foreshore around Brockton Point, especially near the lighthouse, in 

2013 and 2017 revealed the presence of several coins that had been eroded into thin slips by tidal 

wear against sand and rock.  Most of these were in denominations of nickels, dimes and quarters. 
 

 

In 2013, and again in 2017, counterfeit Chinese Sycee (or Yuanbao) ‘gold’ ingots were found. 

Sycee were originally silver ingots backed by the pre-Communist governments of the Peoples 

Republic of China.  Most of these were collected and melted down by the regime of Chairman 

Mao Tse-Tung. 
 

 

However, at least five counterfeit ingots made of bronze (copper and tin – identified by Dr. Rudy 

Reimer’s portable x-ray fluorescence lab at SFU), and originally covered in a thin gold-like 

substance, were located at the base of the seawall between the lighthouse and old observation 

platform on the east side of Brockton Point. 
 

 

In 2013, pieces of two broken earthenware flower pot pans with numbers and symbols marked in 

indelible ink were located in the inter-tidal zone on the west side of Brockton Point.  These were 

eventually identified as bearing a middle-Eastern Arabic-derived script, and represent wishes.  It 

seems a person (most likely female) would write a magical inscription on the pottery and through 

it into the water.  We have yet to decipher these inscriptions. 
 

 

This year, while conducting a low tide survey of Brockton Point we located an obviously 

recently discarded semi-vitreous, underglaze plate.  Of foreign origin, the reason for being 

discarded into the surf remains a mystery. 
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Figure 81: European semi-vitreous earthenware plate, inter-tidal zone, Brockton Point 
 

 

 Post-hole (?) Features 
 

 

While conducting inter-tidal reconnaissance of the sandstone shelf southwest of the fish traps at 

Chants (DhRs-678) (see description above), students noticed a pattern of apparent post-holes 

about 10 cms in diameter.  There are larger holes in the area, and also on the sandstone shelf on 

Burrard Inlet, but these smaller ones suggested anthropogenic manufacture.  Speculation that 

they may have served as anchor holes for posts used for manual seine net fishing was suggested, 

but it is unclear if this feature is cultural.  More research is required, as these could equally be 

natural erosional features. 
 

 

Copp (2013) recorded four larger sets of holes in the sandstone at Brockton Beach, and suggests 

they may have been used to set posts into the ground for a structure like a house, wharf (there is a 

suggestion that one was built in this location in the late 19th Century), or as the base for a 

navigation marker. 
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Figure 82: Post-holes (?) in sandstone, Chants (DhRs-678) 
 

 

Finally, a linear arrangement of six to seven upright pillars about 10-15 cm in height was located 

at the very edge of the low tide zone south of the above pattern of holes.  Although encrusted 

with mussels and barnacles, it seemed obvious that these features were cultural. 
 

 

Unfortunately (or fortunately as it turns out) a somewhat zealous student who seems to have 

forgotten instructions regarding impacting features, removed enough of the encrustations to 

reveal that one of these was a metal eye-bolt, or stanchion, embedded into the sandstone.  It 

would appear likely that the others are too. 
 

 

What these are is unclear – the tide is slow on this part of the foreshore, so these may have served 

as anchor points for 19th Century logging, or some similar nautical function. 
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Figure 83: Encrusted eye-bolts, Chants (DhRs-678) 
 
 

The Homeless in Stanley Park 
 

 

There has likely been a persistent homeless persons’ presence in Stanley Park even before the last 

‘squatter’ died in the 1950s.  The Vancouver Police and the Vancouver Parks Board keep an eye 

on the individuals who live in the park year-round, of which a few have been present for decades.  

Others are more seasonal occupants whose camps can be found in various locations and are 

characterized by discarded tents, sleeping and camping gear, garbage, and – unfortunately – 

discarded hypodermic needles and syringes. 
 

 

Students were advised to avoid any such camps when encountered, and to report them to the 

instructor if surface needles were observed, as these will still be a health hazard for years to 

come.  Unfortunately, given the number of opioid-related deaths in 2016 and 2017 (almost 900 at 

the time of writing), it is likely some of the occupants will not be returning for their goods. 
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Figure 84: A rather elaborate homeless person’s ‘den’, forest north of 2nd Beach 
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